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BERKELEY PROTON .. LINEAR ACCELERATOR 
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By Luis ¥'fo Alvarez, Hugh Bradner, Hayden Gordon, 

Wolfgang K. Ho Panofsky, Chaim Richman, John R. vVoodyard 

November 30, 1948 ; 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Physics 
Uni v:ers ity · .!JfcCalifornia · 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

A linear accelerator, which increases the energy protons from a 4 Mev Van de 

Graaff' injector, to a final energy of 32.0 .:!:_ o 1 Mev, has been constructed. The 

accelerator consists of a cavity 40'feet long and 39 inches in diameter, excited at 

resonance in a longitudinal electric mode with a radio-frequency power of about 2o5 

6 . 
x 10 watts peak at 202o5 me. Acceleration is made possible by the introduction of 

46 axial "drift tubesu into the cavity, v~ich is designed such that the particles 

traverse the distance between the centers of successive tubes in one cycle of the r.f. 

power. The protons are longitudinaliy stable as in the synchrotron, and are stabilized 

transversely by the action of c.onverging fields produced by focusing grids. The 

electrical cavity is constructed like an inverted airplane fuselage and is supported 

in a vacuum tank. Povrer is supplied by 25 high powered oscillators fed from a pulse 

generator of the artificial transmission line type. Output currents are 4 x 10-9 

ampere average, and l ~ peak. The beam has a diameter of 3 mm and an angular 

divergence of lo-3 radians. 

• 
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BERKELEY PROTON LINFJffi ACCELERATOR 

by Luis W. Alvarez, Hugh Bradner$ Hayden Gordon, 

Wolfgang K. He Panofsky, Chaim Richman, John Ro Woodyard 

November 30, 1948 

Io INTRODUCTION i .. 

(1) Historical Summary - There was general agreement among physicists before 

the war that radio frequency linear accelerators of the Sloan-1awrence1
) type were 

., 

·of historical interest onlyo This feeling arose largely becaUse the cyclotron was 

found to be such a reliable devise, with beam intensities far beyond the most 

optimistic hopes of its originators. At the same time, it was realized that to make 

a competitive linear accelerator for protons o'r deuterons would require far,\ higher 
.!"" 

power than was then available at very short wavelengths.. Although r. f. linear 

accelerators are responsible for our present knowledge of the production of X-rays 

by high speed heavy ions, they have played no part in increasing our knowledge of 

the nucleus. '(Kinsey2) reports that high speed Li ions impinging on hydrogenous 

material give the well-known alpha-particles first observed by Cockcroft and Walton.) 

Interest in linear accelerators vms revived toward the end of the war for 

several reasons. Pressing military need had led to the development of vacuum tubes 

capable of producing megawatts of pulsed r.f. power down to the microwave range. 

The main technical bars to the construction of linear accelerators for electrons 

and light nuclei were thus removedo 

But there would probably have been no great post-war interest in linear 

accelerators if the availability of the tools had been the only factor involved. 

It had been apparent for some time that there was an upper energy limit for 

particles accelerated by a cyclotron. The 184" cylcotron was orieinally designed 

with the purpose of extending that limit as far as poss:i.ble, but the goal was only 

about 100 Mev deuteronss even though a dee voltae;e in the neighborhood of 1.5 x 106 

was to be used. 
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Since no significant theoretical limit is apparent for linear accelerators, it 

was felt that they should be reinvestigated as a means of reaching energies in excess 

of 100 Mev. Similar reasoning was applied to the electron case. where the betatron 
I 

was known to have an energy limit only a few times greater than the cyclotrono No 

electron linear accelerators had been built befor.e the war, but a description of the 
j 

type now under construction in a number of laboratories was given in 1941 by D. H. 

Sloano 3 ) Such accelerators have been treated in detail by several authors. 4 ) and 

as they present quite different problems, they will not be discussed in this 

article on proton accelerators. 

TI1e situation as outlined above was drastically altered in 1945 by the 

introduction of the synchrotron concept. 5 ) I~ principle this removed the 

cyclotron upper limit, and raised it considerably in the betatron case to about 

1 9 000 Mev. Clearly the linear accelerator must have had some other apparent 

advantage to have remained in the picture. Although recent studies have shown 

that the original arg1nnents for undertaking the construction of a proton linear 

accelerator were not basic, the state of the ,a.rt a,t that time did not allow them 

to be contradicted in a convincing manner. 

The argument was essentially as follows: The cost of a relativistic magnetic 

accelerator varies roughly as the cube of the energy, so long as the basic design 

is merely scaled in its linear dimension, proportional to the energy. On the other 

hand 8 the cost of a linear accelerator varies directly as the first power of the 

energy. If these cost vs. energy curves are plotted on lfgarithmic paper. they 

will clearly be straight lines vnth slopes three and oneo There will always be an 

intersection of the two lines and for energies greater than the •cross-over• 

energy, the cost of a linear machine will be less than that of the circular machine. 

Since the cost of either machine is quite high in this region, it was felt that even 

though a linear accelerator might be more complex than a synchro-cyclotron. the 

design decision might have to be made on economic groundso 

The new consideration which has altered our thinking in this matter is that 
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beyond a certain energy 9 the magnetic machines can be changed in basic design. 

Instead of accelerating with constant field and changing radius$ these two conditions 

are reversed. The important change is that a ring magnet can then be used. This 

ring-shaped magnetic machine, vmich is really a proton synchrotron, was proposed by 

Oliphant in 1944, before .the work of Veksler and McMillan. but it was generally 

felt until recently 9 in this country, that although Oliphant~s plan was most 

attractive in many ways. so many unsol~ed and serious problems were involved in its 

practical realization ·that other alternative methods of attaining high energy 

protons should be explored. Within the past year, crit~cal examination of the 

whole question by two groups in this country has shown that without question, all 

the problems are solvable. Therefore, both the Radiation Laboratory and the 
) 

Brookhaven National Laboratory are starting to construct such machines. 

~o see how this factor alters the economic conclusions originally reached. 

it cH::>.n be shown that just as the "magnetic cost line11 is about to cross the "linear 

cost line,~ the former drops to a much lower cost value for the same energy. and 

then rises again with slope equal to three. The arguments of dimensional analysis 

are still theoretically sound; there will still be a crossover at higl-er~1~j~s.o 

But long before this point is reached, the cost of either machine is so high that 

both are excluded in economic grounds. 

In the fall of 1945, vre started the design of a "pilot model" proton linear 

accelerator to explore the possibilities of the method. No plans were made for 

extending the length of the machine beyond the original 40 feet, but it was assumed 

that this question would be explored after successful operation of the first 

section. If at that time it appeared wise to continue on to higher energies, such 

a decision could then be made. In view of the present status of the proton 

synchrotron plans. it is obvious that no major extension should now be attempted • 

But it should be pointed out that at the present time, we know of no technical 

reason which makes this extension impossible or even difficult. 

For the moment, then, we are concentrating on using the 40 foot accelerator as 
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a research toolo An intensive study of proton-proton scattering is n~w under way, 

using the highly collimated, small diameter (3 rr~) beam of 32 Mev protons, which is 
I 

conveniently available outside the accelerator tank. 

The pi':oton accelerator;:'~s thus,;,a.t present beine; used in this la.bo~a.tory not as 

a means to reach extremely·high energies, but as a. research tool, similar to the 

electrostatic machines at lower energies, which permits experiments to be carried 

out in which precise collima,tion of.beam, low background and energy homogeneity are 

desirable. 

(2) General Design Characteristics - The general design characteristics 

pertaining to linear accelerators has recently been discussed in detail by Slater. 6 ) 

In particular, Slater points out that the attainable voltage V of a linear 

accelerator of length l being fed at a peak power P is given by: 

v = K pl/2 )._ 1/2 r..... -l/4 

where ).. is the free-space wavelength. The constant K depends on the detailed 

(1) 

· geometrical arrangement ancf~~numerica.l values. for the Berkeley accelerator will be 

discussed later. A linear accelerator contains essentially different types of 

equipment whose cost is prOJ?Ortiona.l either to: .(a) length~ (b) peak power, (c) 

average power, (d) energy per pulse. All these factors affect the choice of 

wavelength~ length of the niachine~·a.nd duty cycle of operation. The pulse length 

of a resonant accelerator must be of the order of: 

in order to permit full bui~d-up of fields; in terms of energy/pulse U., Eq. (1) 

therefore becomes: 

The wavelength dependence of power requirement for a given voltage is therefore 

small (i\ 1/2) ~ but the wave~ength dependence of energy per pulse, on which the cost 

of the pulse equipment depends 9 is large (A2). From the latter point of view 

particularly, it is therefore desirable to choose a small wavelength. This desire 

has to be compromised into.the physical design of the cavity structure as compared 

to the expected beam diamet~r. In this design, a wavelength of (\ ~ 150 em has 
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been chosen, partially_because of the availability of equipment and partially 

because of the large geometrical apertures permissible. Even if no equipment 

limitations existed, wavelengths shorter than 75 em appear to be unsuited to this 

type of accelerator, owing to excessively diminished aperture. In addition, it must 

be remembered that the "elect:tical length11 of the machine for a given length increases 

•rith decreasing wavelength and he~oe the mode separations decrease and tolerances 

become more stringent. 

It might appear as if the balance between length and power would be made by 

matching the cost of the length proportional items and the power (or energy) 

proportional items. Actually in this and all other machines under design, as much 

power per unit length is applied as is feasible, compatible with eleptrical 

breakdown or available power sources. For a machine of the type discussed here, 

this limitation permits voltage gains o:o,ly of about two to three million volts per 

meter. At high energies., higher energy gains per unit length appear feasible. 

The choice of duty cycle is dictated by considerations of povver consumption, 

cavity cooling, and tube·power dissipation. Increase in repetition rate will not 

increase the cost of the pulse equipment; the pulse length is therefore chosen to 

give a duration of the pulse-equal to several rrbuild-up l:;irnes"; the repetition rate 

is then chosen in accordance with available power. 

The injection energy in the Berkeley accelerator was chosen as 4 Mev.· The reason 

for this choice was twofold:: (1) 4 l!Iev is a reasonable voltage to attain with an 

electrostatic generator and the construction of such a machine was desirable at this 

laboratdry as a general research tool. (2) At tho time of design; it was intended to 

accomplish focusing by means of thin berylliu.m foils. 7 ) Multiple scattering in these 

foils 8 ) made it necessaryto choose a high injection energy. It appears now feasible 

to consider design at a considerably low·er injection enere;y, possibly in the neic;hbor-

hood of 500 h.'"'l, The lower limit of injection energy is set by limitations of co:vity 

geometry and possible electron multiplication effects. 

II. CAVITY DES IGH 

(1) Basic Geometry - A linear accelerator for protons starting from low 
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velocities (~ = v/c = o 092, 4 }fuv Jlto) :cannot be practically constructed on the 

basis of loaded wave guide geometry as is done for electrons. 4 ) Loading which 

would reduce the phase velocity to this low figure would lead to excessive r.f. 

power loss. For this reason, loading as such is not used. Instead, the phase 

velocity is left unchanged, that is, the electric field is ev.eryvvhere in the same 

phase 9 and small hollov.' conducting 11drift tubes u· are provided to shield the protons 

while the field is in the wrong direc}ion. Unfortunately, the drift tubes also 

cause a small amount of field perturbation which must be taken into account in 

designing the resonator. 

The resonant cavity is essentially a long cylindrical cavity operated in the 

axial electric (0,1,0) mode, that is, the mode in which an axial electric field 

without azimuthal or transverse nodes is produced, as shown in Fig. 1. Efficient 

acceleration in such a cavity is possible only if its axial length is shorter than 

p i\/2 where i\ is the free-space wavelength corresponding to driving frequency, 

which, excepting for very low voltage, machines, is not feasible. For this reason, 

the drift tubes previously mentioned are introduced coaxially in the cylinder, as 

illustrated in Fig. 2, with the distance between centerlines AB of successive drift 

tubes equal to ~;\ • If the gap g between drift tubes is short compared to .~A /2. 

the voltage gain of the particle will be equal to the r.f. voltace developed across 

the gap. Note that the particle spends one r.f. period in each drift tube plus 

space and that each drift tube is charged oppositely at each end, but each drift 

tube is excited in phase. In the long wavelength Sloan-Lawrence accelerator1 ) 

(Fig. 3) the drift tubes are alternately plus and minus and each drift tube plus 

space i.s only B_ long. 
2 

The general field geometry in the 11 unit cell 11 ABBA is very nearly the geometry 

of a doubly re-entrant sJmmetrical cavity excited in the lowest mode such as is 

used in klystron resonators, T.R. boxes, etc. The entire accelerator can therefore 

be considered as being a juxt~position of such cells repeatedly excited in such a 

phase that the current flowing on opposite sides of the joining faces AB (see Figs. 
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2· and 4) cancels. Such a picture would be exact if each successive cell were 

identical to the previous one; however_. due to the progressive change in ~ 

corresponding to the gain in energy, the field distribution of the actual 

accelerator will not be exactly that corresponding to the distribution if the walls 

AB were actually present. For purposes of design, however, experimental and 

theoretical data based on single cell structure models are entirely adequate. 

The joining of the unit cells is ·possible if each cell is accurately tuned to 

the same frequency. The tolerance of the tunir:tg of the individualcell will be 

discussed later. Published design figures9) on the resonant frequency of this type 

g~ometry is not of sufficient range to be used here, and also the details of the 

mechanical support structure of the drift tubes and simila~ deviations from ideal 

geometry made it necessary to derive the data pertaining to the resonant frequency 

of the unit cell from models. The resultant datalO) are shown in Fig. 5, using the 

.notation as indicated in Figs. 2 and 4. The data are plotted in terms of dimension-
' '. !. . 

less ratios to permit easy scaling. These data can be fitted by the empirical 

equation 

~ = (-.877) + (1.63) D + (1.096) L + (3.5B) d 
L ~ 1\ -;\ 

in tht1 range of application used here. 

(4) 

It is clear that as the energy, and hence ~ and L/~ increases» the diameter d . 
of the drift tubes decreases; this decrease will eventually l~ad to a point"where 

the design becomes impractical due to insufficient beam aperture and excessive 

curvature at the end of the drift tubes with consequent high surface yields. For 

this reason, the diameter D of the outer' cavity must be chosen small enough to 

conform to this limitation for the highest values of p; if chosen too small the 

drift tubes on the low p end will become too large in diameter with consequent 

increase in losses. In the 40 1 linear accelerator described here it was possible 

t9 ~ompromise between these two extremes by the choice D/'l\ = .66. (Note that an 

unloaded cylindrical cavity is resonant at D/i\ = .766). 
·;,•, 

(2) Voltage Gain and Input Power - The voltage gain per unit cell is determined 
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by three factors: (a) geometry, (b) power input, (c) ph&se of particle transit. 

Let N be the crest value of the magnetic flux circulating in the unit cell.* 

It can then be shown easily that the voltage gain in the unit cell is then given by 

rl sin 1lg 
V = W N cos >" -,; (5)** 

if the electric field is assumed to be uniform across the gap; here If is the 

transit phase angle relative to the phase of a particle crossing the cent~r of the 

gap at the time of maximum voltage. On the other hand, wN is given in terms of 

the power losses in the walls (and beam loading. here usually negligible) by a 

relation of the form 

(6) 

vmere Z1• the shunt-impedance/unit cell, is determined by the Eeometry and the skin 

depth of the cavity wall material. For a continuing structure z1 is proportional 

to the length; e.g. for a cylindrical, unloaded cavity of length Jt excited in the 

axial electric (0$1,0) mode, the shunt imped~nce is given by (neglecting end-

losses): 

Z = .iaLlru;Q. = P5 .!. = 185 £!.\ f\ ohms (7) 
0 6 ~ Ko . . ~ ~ \It) ~0 

where a = ~/2. 61 is the radius and b = J 2 is the skin depth of the walls of 
WP·o(7' 

conducting ~~ and where Q0 = a/6 is the conventional Q-value of the cylindrical 

infinite cavity·. To judge the merits of com para ti ve drift tube structures and to 

estimate the voltage gain as a function of power input. it is therefore necessary 

to evaluate the shunt impedance per unit leneth (Zl/Jl) of the loaded cavity 

relative to the similar quantity for the unloaded cylindrical structure as given 

above. This evaluation was done semi-empirically by mapping the mar.;netic field B 

across an azimuthal plane of the cavity by means of an exploring loop as shown in 

* Since the magnetic field is everyv~here in phase in the mode used here. N can be 
defined uniquely as the surface integral of the crest value of the magnetic 
induction. 

** MKS units are used throughouto 
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Fig. 6. The shunt-impedances z1 and the Q are then obtained by numerical evaluation 

fJBd.A ·)2 
~81f \ Field 

rKo A. b r B2dA 

f.s2rdA 
Q = _mr J ~ield 

o~JB2dA 
Surface 

) Surface 

(8) 

(9) 

Typical resultant values* of Q and z1 , tabulated relatively to the unloaded cavity 

values. are given below. , (Table I). 

Proton Energy (Mev) 

50 

Frequency = 148. moCo 

Table I 

The resultant values of z1 • Z
0

, Q and Q
0 

require an additional correction factor of 

approximately 1/(1 + a./f..) to correct for end losses in the cavity. Note that the 

shunt impedance/ unit leng~h of the loaded cavity as calculated from field plots is 

actually slightly larger than that of the unloaded cavity, although the difference 

is probably within the accuracy of the measurements. 

The loss values arrived at by the flux plotting method are obviously lower 

limits, since losses in the drift tube support structure, pumping slots, joints, 

etc., are not taken into account. Ho>rever, a simple measurement of the 

experimental Q of the cavity will give a measurement of the true shunt impedance 
' 

also, since Z and Q are reduced in the same ratio. The resultant values, arrived 

at by experimental measurement of Q are given in Table II, computed for the entire 

accelerator. 

* Experimental values are probably accurate to + 10 percent. 
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Exp. from Q 
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Z(ohms) 

457 X 106 

311. X 106 
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Power for V = 28 Mev* (watts) 

6 L40 X 10. 

2o06 X 106 

(3) MOdes of a Long Cavity - In designing the accelerator cavity from data 

pertaining to the unit cells, a definite assumption has to be made pertaining to 

the voltage gain/c~ll. In order to join the cells without partition, the wall 

currents, and therefore the wall magentic field, must be continuous. Since, as 

shown by magnetic flux plots', the ratio of total flux per unit length (and 

therefore voltage gain/uni )/fength) to the magnetic field at the edge varies by 

only 20 percent from the injection end to the output end of the accelerator, (the 

ratio being higher at the high voltage end) it was decided to design the accelerator 

for constant voltage gain/unit length~ which results in a 20 percent 11 taper11 of 

magnetic field :along the cavity vvalls e The· constancy of the voltage gain/unit 

length·is of course also desirable in order to equalize the surface gradient along 

the accelerator and reduce tendency to spark. 

In·order to assure equality of the mean electric field in a coupled structure 

involving 47 individual resonators, the individual resonators must have very 

accurately the same resonant frequency. This can only partially be assured by the 

model "unit cell" measurements referred to above, since: (a) the extension from 

unit cells to the long accelerator of varying units··is not exact, and (b) slight 

mechanical changes from the model geometry will interfere with exact transfer of 

the data, and (c) the accuracy (approximately .05 percent) of the model frequency 

measurements is not quite sufficient. For this reason it is necessary to adjust 

' 
the final field distribution to its value required for acceleration by corrections 

applied to the cavity as a whole. 

The behavior of the cavity can best be described by means of its mode 

*Taking~= 30° 9 g/L = o25 (see eqe 5) 
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spectrum. The mode used here is on the edge of the pass band of the cavity used as 

wave guide$ and therefore the mode separation varies quadratically as the limit is 

approached. Specifically, for an unloaded cavity, the spectrum is given by 

Wn = W0 fl + c n1T 
2 

(10) 
, W 0L 

where w0 is the angular frequency of the lowest mode. The low end of the spectrum 
: 

applying to the 40 1 accelerator cavity is plotted in Fig. 7. ~~ing to the small 

mode separation (.17 percent) near the limit, two problems have to be considered: 

(a) the possibility of "mode jumping" to an adjacent mode, and (b) the tolerances 

in geometry required to assure that the lowest mode has the desired shape. These 

two problems appear at first sight to be independent, but it will be shown shortly 

that they are different aspects of the same limitation. The first problem is 

solvable by proper disposition of the exciting oscillators or by careful tuning and 

will be discussed later. The second problem can be analyzed by a simple 

perturbation calculation in which we assume that the actual field distribution 

excited in a single mode can be expanded in terms of the modes of a cavity whose 

mode distribution is the desired one,* hereafter called the 11 idealtt aavi ty. 

Let us consider the variation of the field as a function of the axial 

coordinate Z only. This is justified provided we are considering modes differing 

in the number of longitudinal nodes and which are of low order only, which will not 

overlap with radial and azimuthal modes. 

Let f(Z) be the actual field distribution corresponding to the frequency UJm 

of the cavity excited in its mth mode. Let fn(Z) be the distribution of an ideal 

cavity corresponding to the mode spectrum Wn• The f obeys the differential 

equation 

* Such an expansion is always possible since the normal modes in a cavity form a 
complete orthogonal set of functions. 
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(11) 

The fn obeys eq. 11 for constant t.O = W 0 • In the actual case w will be a slowly 

varying function of Z also, since not all unit cells are accurately adjusted to the 

same frequency • Therefore we put: 

w 2(z) = wm2 { 1 (12) 

and 

(13) 

where 

• 0 

Substituting in (11); dropping higher order terms, noting that f nCZ) 
0 

fn(Z) = jWnf
11

(Z), and using the orthogonality of the modes, we obtain: 

2 
W 

2
A +A w 2 + j"" 2 Q-1 A 0 n I m (14) -Au uJn + gn :; 

m n m m m n 

. An 
' 

g .. (15) -= 
+ j Q-1 Am (1 - wn2/wm2) 

Hence the nth Fourier component gn of the deviation of the resonant frequency 

distribution from uniformity as a function of the axial co-ordinate can be deduced 

from the Fourier components of a measur.ed field distribution. Let the boundary 

condition at Z = O,L be that ~~ = 0. Then the f 11 are given by: 

f 11 (Z) = cos~ 
L 

(16) 

If the mode separation is large compared to the mode width (as in the case 

here), and if ~m refers to the lowest mode, then (15) reduces to: 

!u = ~ • (uJ oL \
2 

A
0 

n . "l{c } 
(17) 

Relations (16) and (17) can be used directly to correct the cavity empirically as 

follows: The longitudinal field distribution is measured with pick-up loops 

feeding bolometers along the cavity edge. The distribution is then Fourier 

analyzed by conventional methods and the Fourier coefficient of the frequency 

error function calculated from Eq.(l7j The frequency error function is then 
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synthesized. Shims~ corresponding to the calculated frequency errors, and 

calculated from Eq.(~are then introduced into each drift tube to adjust the gap. 

Fig. 8 shows the effect of this procedure. 

It should be noted that the sensitivity of the distribution to errors in 

res~nant frequency distribution decreases with the inverse square of the order of 

the harmonic. Therefore the effect of random variations is considerably less than 

systematic deviations from correct adjustment. E.g., in order to hold the 

distribution to 5 per cent of the correct value, the_ variation in frequency of the 

individual cavities which is systematic in the 1st harmonic must be kept to less 

than 2 x 10-4 , or about + .0015" in drift tube length. For random variations 

(considered as -f4f,....,7th harmo~ic) a tolerance of + .07511 is sufficient. The 

first and last drift tubes have been made adjustable by outside control in order to 

permit adjustment of the 1st harmonic externally. 

(4) ExQerimental Field Plots - A xhree dimensional picture of the complete 

field plot as obtained by the magnetic loop method is shown in Fig. 9. Note that 

the resultant fields are a mixture of fields of the co-axial type (1/r dependence 

near the drift tubes) an~ the TM01 type [J1 (kr) dependence in the gaps]. 

For use of~ansit time and focusing calculations, the electric field E(Z) 

along the axis is needed. As will be explained later, the entrance of each drift 

tube is closed with a focusing grid vmile the exit end is open. For this reason, 

theoretical analysis of the field is difficult and an experimental procedure is 

used. This procedure consists in measuring the frequency shift produced by placing 

a small metallic object of volume 6 V at various points in the field. 

disturbed frequency is given byll) 

..,z .. ,,o2{l• J(u2 
&v 

The 

(18) 

where H2 and E2 are normalized to unity over the total volume of the cavity. If 

the measurement is.made along the axis, H = 0 and 
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(19) 

An axial field plot for a typical drift tube geometry is shown in Fig. 10. 

These data were taken on a 1000 me scale model usi~g a heterodyne frequency 

measuring method. 

III. BEAM DYNAMICS 

(1) General Lateral and Longitudinal Stability Considerations - Consider a 

charged particle traveling near the axis of an electric field of cylindrical 

synnnetry. The total radial momentum while traveling from a to b at a fixed small 

distance r from the axis is given by 

b 

=ell E V r 
dz (20) 

a 

If the velocity is essentially constant in the range a- b, then 

b 

Apr- e I 2tl"r Er dz = e~r 
2n rV 21TrV 

(21) 

a 

where ~r is the total radial electric flux. If V is not constant, the~ so-called 

second order focusing effects will occur; these, although important in doce 

accelerators, are negligible here, .since the fractional energy gain per 

accelerating section is small. 

If no charge is contained within the beam, then tpr will be positive or 

negative depending as to whether the field is increasing or decreasing while the 

particle is crossing the gap; if the field is constant ~r = 0; iee., there is no 

"first order" focusing. Lateral stability th~refore requires an accelerating field 

which is decreasing as the accelerating gap is crossed. 

This requirement is exactly opposite 'to the requirement of longitudinal or 

phase stability. 5 ) For phase stability, a "late" particle must meet a stronger 
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field and vice versa; i.eo. the field must be increasing. This incompatability 

between phase stability and focusing is shown graphically in Fig. ~ 1\. 

It >~11 be shown that this difficulty cannot be overcome by any arbitrary 

re-arrangement of gaps, lenses, etc. , exoepti~ by: 

a) Introducing charge into the beam 

b) Using an external magnetic field 
J 

c) Depending on the very small phase range of second order focusing 

The general nature of this statement can be shown as follows: The fact that 

radial stability and phase stability are in general incompatible in the absence of 

charge in the beam can be shovm as follovro: 

Let Ez = f(Z.t) (22) 

. be the longitudinal field component of an axially symmetrical field. The radial 

force acting on a particle of charge ~ moving parallel to the Z axis at a distance 

£from the axis with a velocity~ is given by: 

But, since~· E 

we have, for small r, 

Er == -!. C)Ez 
2 az 

r 

and, since ( V x B)r == ~ == .2.. ~ = _r_ 0 2
Ez , we have 

. i'Z c2 ot 2c2 ozot 

· Bd == r ~ 
'P 2c2 at 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) .... 

Let the subscript a denote differentiation of f(Z,t) with respect to the first 

argument and b differentiation with respect to the second. 

The radial momentum gained by a particle in transit across a gap starting from 

field-free space and ending in field-free space (or moving in a spatially periodic 
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Pr = :;{Fr dZ = 1 :{1 fa (Z, t + Z/v )dZ. + v/c2 f rb(Z,t + Z/v )dZ} (26) 

where ~is the time of passage across an arbitrary point in the field. Integrating 

the first term by parts» this becomes, dropping out the integrated term due to the 
I 

above specification on ~he path of integration, 

Pr = ..,re (1- ~2)J.fb(Z,9 t + Z/v)dZ 
2v2 

The longitudinal gain in momentum is 

Pz = e/v J f(Z~t + Z/v)dZ 

~ = v/c 

The phase stability condition is (later particle gains more momentum): 

or 

~>o 
~ t. 

Jr1b(Z,t + Z/v)dZ > 0 

The radial stability condit~on is, from (27), 

Jfb(Z,t + Z/v)dZ < 0 

(30) and (31) are incompatible. 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

The only assumptions involved in this proof which are not general are: (1) 

that the velocity across the gap is constant, which neglects the effect of so

called second order foc~sing; (2) that there is no charge in the beam. The 

second assumption can be vioiated by focusing by means of grids, foils, space 

12) charges , etc. 

In the case of highly relativistic conditions, such as in electron 

accelera.tio~-at even moderately high energies, ~his situation still pertains, but 

only to such a. small degree that the beam diverges only logarithmically. 

(2) Focusing Oscillation in Grid-focused Accelerator - At non-relativistic 

velocities focusing compatible with phase-stability is therefore possible only if 

charge is introduced in the beam.* If we introduce a grid or foil across the 

* The use of a. d.c. focusing field is not practical here. 
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entrance end of a drift tube (see Fig. 12) then the beam would cut across radial flux 

even in the static case$ and first order focusing would result. In the general case 

we have, integrating from Eq.(27), 

= (1- ~2 ) ~cos(!"!].+¢') 2Vl L 
I 

a sinusoidal time variation: 

+ 
2
: (

2 
sin ( ~ + P) E0 (z)dz} 

-g/2 ·' 

using 

-~ 
r 

(32) 

·.i 

in the notation of Fig. 13, where L¢' is the time*'·' of transit across the center of the 
2nV • gap» relative to the .time the crest of the field is reached. 

These integrals can be evaluated numerically_, using the field plots obtained by 

the frequency shift method described in Section II. In general, it is sufficient to 

take the field to have the constant value E0 across the gap; this gives: 

-AEL= (1- ~2 ) eEa cos(.ttp-¢'} (33) 
r 2pc · L 

The energy gain per gap is 

Ez dz ~ LeEo cos ¢' sin ttE'.. 
rr L 

(34) 

Let us number the drift tubes with number n - 0,1»2, starting from zero velocity. 

Then: 

A p = ~ = .!L (11 dr) = ..!!:L JL_ (p. ru:.)· 
r dn dn dt 2')# dn dn 

where p. is the mass of the particle. Hence, non-relativistically, 

1 d2r 1 · ..&.· · . ( n"g r1) - --- = .=.....IYI cos - p 
r dn2 2p , L · L 

(35) 

(36) 

where nt is the mean voltage/wave length in the accelerator measured in rest energy 

units of the accelerated particle. Also, non-relativistically, from Eq. (34) 

, . ~ (.!. p. 0 2p2) :: j3A eEo cos ¢' sin ff g 
dn 2 11" rr 

~ = (A eEaL) cos ¢'sin rr
1

g 
dn p.c2g 

sin . .!(£) 
f:{ L n 

rrg 
(37) 

L 
* Note that ¢' < 0 for phase stability. 
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Note that the velocity increase per drift tube is constant; while the ._energy gain is 

proportional to_ the length of the drift tube. Therefore the differential equation for 

focusing oscillations is: 

where 

K = cos 
cos >6 sin 1'1' g 

L 

Hence focusing is stable with a period of 

nr = 2"r( J¥ 

(38) 

(39) 

( 40 )' 

which increases as the fourth root of the energy, and an amplitude which increases as 

nl/4 corresponding to the eighth root of the energy.~ 

The 40 1 linear accelerator has only one or two internal foci if protons are 

injected from a focal point of an electrostatic accelerator. A typical particle 

trajectory for g/L = .25, is shovm in Fig. 14, computed from Eq. (41), 

Note that the focusing force vanishes at an equilibrium phase angle of: 

( 42) 

In the 40 1 linear accelerator this corresponds to a limiting phase angle of 45°. 

It is of course not necessary to have a radial restoring force so large as to 

produce several nodes in the length of the accelerator. The only requirements are: 

(1) to limit the m.aximum radial excursions after injection, and (2) to locate a node 

close to the output of the accelerator. Fig. 14 shows that focusing is actually 

* This variation corresponds rigorously to the asymptotic solution of Eq. (38) only. 
In the 40 1 accelerator, this assumption is not yet valid since only a small munber 
(1 or 2) focusing oscillations occ11r in the accelerator. The precise solution of Eq. 
(38) is 

r = /il{AJl [2 ~] + BY1 [2 JKn)} 
with A and B adjusted to fit the injection conditions. 

(41) 
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somewhat stronger than required. The focusing can be weakened by: (1) leaving out a 

certain number of grids, and (2) weakening the field at the grids by recessing them 

slightly into the drift tube. The first solution, althoue;h leading to an apparent gain 

in transmission, is a poor one, since the gridless gaps give actually a defocusing 

impulse rather than a weakly focusing one. The result is that the critical phase .. 
angle of radial stability is no longer given by Eq. (41), but by 

tan (-~) = f cot 1t£ 
2 - f L 

if only a fraction f of grids is present. For instance, if 1/3 of all grids are 

omitted, the limiting phase angle of stable operation is reduced to 26.6°. It is 

therefore advantageous to reduce the focusing by recessing the grids or by similar 

( 43) 

means; this will weaken the field at the Erid and will therefore permit a more open 

grid wi.thout excessive field at the grid vri.res. Recessing will decrease the effective 

limiting aperture of the device owing to frin~:;ing of some of the field lines outward 

toward the rim of the grid. 

The exact location of the node is very difficult to predict in practice owing to 

the fact that the equilibrium phase angle is usually unknown and may be variable 

throughout the machine, depending on the degree of perfection to which the field 

adjustments have been achieved. 

(3) Phase Stability - We will now study the phase stability of the linear 

accelerator a little more closely. To do this let us consider the nth repeat length 

which we measure from the middle of one drift tube to the middle of the nexto Let its 

length be Xn$ and let the length of the gap be g, as shown in Fig. 15. In this 

machine, g ~1/4 xno We can in a study of the question of phase stability speak of 

the proton crossing center of the gap at a certain phase ~of the rofo .. field. This 

phase % for the machine to be phase stable, is in the shaded region of Fig. 13. We 

again define ~/was the time after the crest of the field at which the proton crosses 

the center of the gap, i.eo, ¢<o for phase stability. Yet the machine is so 

designed that the proton crosses each gap at a phase ¢0 • If the maximum energy gain 

(Le. gain at z .~ro phase) per unit length is Wo, then the design value of the energy 
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gain in the nth gap is W0 • cos fio • xn. 'fhe kinetic energy that the proton has after 

crossing the nth gap is denoted by Yt'n+l and its velocity is ~on+l" We have therefore 

for a proton which is out of phase from the desi.e:;n value )6
0 

at the nth gap by the 

amount fin: 

Wnt-iL - 1iV'n = W0 ·.cos (fi0 + fin) xn (44) 

for all n, vvhere xn = fu+l + ~n • We vnll now study the phase oscilla"i:;ions that the 
2 

proton undergoes as it moves through consecutive gaps. Let us write 

Vi. = ·rv: 0 +- 1{{. 1 n 1 n · n (45) 

where Wn° will represent the energy that the proton has after crossing the nth gap if 

it had always been in phase. Wn1 is then the amount of excess energy the proton has 

over the "in phase" proton ynergy. Similarly we have 

lie have first of all from (44) and (45) 

W11+I - Wn 
1 = W0 A ( cos• ()60 + fin) - cos fi~) ~n ° 

Secondly, vre have, if we neglect second order terms in~': 

W:n-1-11 - W 1 = Mc2 (AO A 1 - p,O A 1) n t'n+l ~-'n+l t'n t'n 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

Equating (47: 'to (48) and introducing differentials instead of differences, we have 

(49) 

It follovlS furthermore from the phase advance due to deviation from the, design velocity 

that: 

and from design of the accelerator: 

~no = Wo ~ cos fio • n 
lvic2 

w 
If these are not;. substituted into our differential equation we have 

n d
2

f:In + 2 dffn __ [ r1 r1 r1] 1 r1 
2 - 21T cos (p0 + .l"n) - co.s .l"o ;cos .l"o 

dn dn 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

This is the final differential equation describing the phase oscillation in the linear 

accelerator. 

Suppose now that the phase oscillations are small, i.e., fin (( 1. Then the 
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(53) 

where. a2 = -2ft tan %0 • This equation is a form of a Bessel equation and it possesses 

the asymptotic solution 
0n ":: An - 3/ 4 , sin (2anl/2 if· t> ) , 

i 
(54) 

where A and 0 are constants determined by the initial conditions. We see therefore 

that the phase oscillations are damped ou~ as n-3/4 or as w-3/ 8 • Furthermore the number 

of drift tubes required for one oscillation goes up to nl/2 or wl/4. Using our design 

numbers, one easily calculates that a proton undergoing small phase oscillations about 

%
0 

= 30° would undergo-:::::: 2 complete phase oscillations in going down the 40' 

accelerator. 

For large oscillations about equilibrium a precise solution of Eq. (52) would be 

necessary 1vhich in general is difficult. We can, however, answer the important question 

of the amplitude of 0n which is permitted if the machine is operated at a design phase 

angle ¢0 • Eq. (52) can be vrritten in the,form: 

~[v3/2 ~l+ ff (cos 0n - 1 - sin ¢n tan ¢0 ) = 0 
dV dvJ 2 

where 11 = n2 • This is the same as the equation or' motion of a. particle of mass 

proportional to v 3/ 2 and under the influence of a potential function: 

V = - .%n +· ~in 0n ~ cos ¢n tan ¢0 + constant 

(55) 

(56) 

If the protons are injected at the design energy, which is very closely possible, then 

the range of stable phase angles is essentially defined by the stable range of the 

potential energy functions (Eq. (56)). This function is plotted in Fig. 16 for 

ri 0 0 ' ()'-equilibrium phase-angles of Po = -10 , -20 , and -30 '• Note that the acceptable phase 

angle is slightly larger than 3%0 , since even protons entering at positive ¢ (~e.early 

protons) up to % = ¢0 will be stable. Also note that the limit of stability is reached 

at approximately 

(57) 

and that the depth of the potential well varies as ¢0 3. 
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(l) Tank ~ The resonant cavity of the accelerator is housed in a vacuum tank 40 

feet 6 1/2 . .!. l/4 inches long and 4'S ·1/2 .! 1./4,.in.0hes diameter :(ins:id,a~.dimensio~~shc _ 

me.de of welded l/2 inch boiler plate. with .flat steel ends l 1/4 inches thick. The 

tank is divided longitudinally 4 inches above cente~~ and the top lid is hinged at 

four points along the north side to permit the lid to be opened. for acc:esso Provi= 

sions for vacuum seal o·f the lid are described in Section IV~(3) of this report. 

Opening of the lid is accomplished by a pair of hydraulic cylinders mounted near the 

middle of the lid. and anchored to the pump manifold ·which is a protuberance from the 

bottom half of the tank, on the north side. The entire tank is supported on two paclss 

each 1./4 of the way from an end of the tank. The east end pad rests on a 2-foot long, 

2-inch dia1neter steel bar v.rhich can roll east-v:est on a steel plate that in turn is 

fastened to the concrete floor. The west end pad rests on b~o similar bars w~ich give 

some rotational stability to the tankc -The 2~foot long bars are sufficient to keep 

the tank from falling over. but e.dditional stability against rotation is provided by 

resting the pump manifold on the flooro The tank is thus mounted so that it can expand 

freely with temperature changeso 

The resonant cav-ity is also mounted so that it is free to expand and contract 

with .tempertt;bure changes inQ;epeRde!,l;tly of the steel tank:. In the southeast and 

southwest corners of the tank, groove pads with the g;roove pointed east-west are 

mounted at the height of the middle of the liner. In the north center of the tank 

there is a similar pad with its groove oriented north-south. The liner is not 

sufficiently rigid to be supported at just these three points. ao 15 spring loaded 

pads with hardened flat ground surface are equally spaced around the sides of the tank 

to distribute the support pointso On the liner there are 3/8 inch bolts with hardened 

steel balls soldered to the ends so that the resonant cavity is supported at 18 points~ 

of which three constrain its position and motion. This elaborate mounting v~s 

installed after it was noticed that the steel vacuum tEmk: warped in places as much as 

l/2 inch when the lid was raised and lowered. Methods of accommodating for this wa.rp 
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in the atta~hments between liner and tank, i.e., r.,fo transmission lines, water cooling 

lines, and end tuning motors~ are indicated elsewhere in this report. 

The tank 2 opened by the hydraulic lifts, is shown in Fig, 17. 

(2) Liner Design ~With the decision to separate the mechanical and electrical 

functions of the linear acce+erator resonant cavity came the need for the design of an 

accurate 9 rigid. and light weight tubular lining for the vacuum tank. This "liner" 

became a·structure basically similar to a monocoque airplane fuselage of frame, 

stringer and sheet construction save that the sheet surfaces were on the inside. Since 

it was desired to avoid circumferential joints in the .sheet surfaces 9 and since the 

cross section was constant, it became practicable to roll copper strip stock into 

panels of the length of the liner, vnth flanges and corrugations to serve as longitu-
• ' u 

dinal stringers, By using die-formed circumferentia.l frames with a polygonal inside 

cross section" the longitudinal panels could be flat and the necessary dimer."ional 

tolerances could be more easily maintained. The cross section of the liner as situated 

• in the tank is diagrarr~ed in Figo 18. 

The specifications were consequently set for a liner of dodecagon cross section of 

38 1/8 inch dimension across flats, 480 inch length and split longitudinally into two 

unequal partss of 150° and 210° 9 to permit sup9ort of the lower part along the hori-

zontal oenterlineso Provisions for cooling of the liner and support and cooling of 

the drift tubes were to be made, To permit access for accurate adjustment and align-

ment of the drift tubes it would be necessary to provide for a uniformly apaced 

separation of the lower and upper parts of the liner by means of integral extensions 

of the upper part of the frames which could be rested upon the corresponding lower · 

part by moving the upper part longitudinally by the thickness of the circmnferential 

frameo Provisions for handling the complete liner assembly, as well as the upper part, 

separately, and for clamping the two parts rigidly together were also needed. 

To permit measurement of the resonant frequencies of the cavity both with and 

without drift tubes it was decided to procure a 45-inch-long prototype of the liner. 

The prototype was to be partially hand rnade, includinr forming of the copper panels on 
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a. power brake with maple dies. This would also enable the design details to be tested 

before completion of the production tooling. 

Since the liner had become essentially an aircraft type of structure, arrangements 

were made to obtain the s~rvices of the Douglas Aircraft Company for the preparat~on 

of shop drawings and fabrication of the prototype and production linersa This 
' ·" 

arrangement proved eminently satisfactory in both the quality of the finished product 
j 

and the expedition with which the job wa.s completed. 

(3) Liner Constructiog ~ The longitudinal copper panels were rolled from an .032 

inch thi:C:k by 13 inch wide by 60 foot long copper strip to have a flange turned up at 

each edge and to.have a semicircular channel in the center to receive a 5/8 inch 

copper cooling-·water tubea ;The channel 11\ras raised above the surface in order that the 

inside surface of the finished panel would remain essentially flat. Since only soft 

copper strip was available for the rolling it was necessary to stretch the strips on a 

hydraulic stretch bench both before and after the rolling as well as after the cooling 

tube was soft soldered into its channel to work .harden and flatten the coppera The 

cooling tube was also stretched to straighten it as it was supplied in 50 foot coilsa 

After the panels were given the final stretching, sets of slots for pump-out openings 

were out through the panels in such a pattern that slots were arrayed between alter-. 

na:te sets of frames in alternate pti\iels in five of the lower panels in the general 

area of the vacuum manifoldo A total of 40 slots one-half inch wide by 12 inches long 

were used~ with the slots strapped every four inches. Thirty=three circumferential 

frames were made in two parts from a072 inch 24 ST aluminum alloya The flanging of 

the frames was done in a hydropress by the Douglas Guerin processo The internal 

flange, to vmich the copper attached, was made of short lengths of extruded angle 

riveted to the frame in a separate sub-assembly jig. This enabled the dimensions of 

the inside of the liner to be held within the specified uniformity tolerance of .005 

inchesa Clearance cutouts for the cooling tubes and drift tube supports were provided 

fand reinforced where necessary by attached angles. The frames w-ere finished with an 

aircraft zinc chromate primera 
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The liner end plates were hydropress formed from .045 inch thick hard copper. A 

typical end plate vms designed for the lower part of the liner with integral flanges 

on all edges. This same 210° plate was then hand trimmed to 150° and provided iVnth 

riveted flanges for the upper part of the liner. Additional spare sets of end plates 

were obtained for use at thE? Radiation Laboratory 9:~ movable diaphragms for measure

ment of the frequencies of each section of the liner during installation of the drift 

tubes: These diaphragms were provided with ph~sphor bronze spring contacts around 

their periphery and reinforced wlth an aluminum frame so that they could be moved 

along the liner as the measurements progressed. 

Support rails for the drift tubes ran from end to end of the liner through cutouts 

in· the frames. These rails were interrupted every .~0 inches to allow for d~fferential 

thermal expansion. Openings for the drift tube stems could then be cut though the 

copper panel at any point without interference with frame position. These openings, as 

well as those for transmission lines 9 probesp and other purposes, were subsequently 

cut with chassis punches. Support of the drift tube was accomplished by two clamp 

plates that ~ere placed on each side of the salient flange of the angles that formed 

the raiL (Fig. 19) 

Three inch diameter holes are punched in the end and the side of the liner, 

opposite glass viewing ports in the vacuum tank. This enables one to observe sparking 

and other related phenomena in the liner. 

Vertical almninum braces are attached between the end of the liner and the 11 end 

tuner" structure» to provide rigidity to the tuner. An end tuner consists of a drift 

tube extending into the resonant cavity from the end of the liner~ with length con-

trollable by a worm gear which is driven by a flexible shaft leading to a motor 

outside the vacuum tank. Electrical contact is made bebqeen this drift tube and the 

' end of the liner by means o'f a tight fitting slotted collar of silver-plated steel$ 
/ 

fitting around the drift tubej and bolted to the liner. The west end (entrance) tuner 

drift tube is 4.750 inches diameter. and adjustable in length from 2 inches to 4 

incheso The east end tuner drift tube is 2.'750 inches diameter and 4 inqhes to 7 
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inches longo Nominal settings are 2.97 inches and 5.60 inches respectively. 

The liner was supported by means of leveling screws at nine uniformly spaced 

stations along each side of the liner. An intercostal member betvteen pairs of frames 

was provided with a plate '{:;ype self .locking nut through which the leveling screw 

passed. These intercostals~were formed by flanging,.09l inch 24 ST aluminum alloy 

sheet. The leveling screws were provided with spherical ends which rested in turn 

upon the spring supported pads of the main tank as previously described. 

The spacing legs to permit the upper part of the liner to be supported at a fixed 

distance from the lower part» within a tolerance of .005 inch, as was required when 

adjustments were being made$ were formed from aluminum alloy sheet as a channel and 

riveted to the upper part of the circumferential frame. Holes were provided in the 

flanges at the open end of each circumferential frame and each spacing leg for the 

installation of dowels in the upper part to mate with holes in the lower part for both 

the case where the liner was closed and when in position on the spacing legs. 

Assembly of all of the component parts was accomplished in a jig approximately 20 

feet long which located the copper panels and the circumferential frames in the proper 

positions. Aluminum allo~ rivets were inserted f:rom the inside through the copper 

panels and frame flanges and headed on the outside of the flange. These rivets were 

brazierhmd aircraft rivets that were dipped in zinc chromate paste before installa-

tion. Zinc chromate paste'was also used between the faying surfaces of the frames and 
··,'':•·: .·', 

copper panels. This paste minimizes electrolytic action between the aluminum and copper 

due to atmospheric moistur~ although it was felt that this condition. would not be 
. . 

serious since the liner g~n~rally remained in the vacuum tank. The extended ends of 

the copper p:~.nels were tem1JOrarily supported on a wooden framework during the assembly 

of the first 20-foot section. When this was completed the liner was moved along the 

assembly jig for a progressive assembly of the succeeding frames. A.n overlap was 

maintained to permit accurate indexing of parts ~nd the overhang of the assembled 

portion was also supported·on a wooden frame. This assembly procedure was accomplished 

with each part of the liner turned with its open side downward and the worlcmen working 
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from the inside towards the outside. After the lower part of the liner was completed 

it was rolled over on felt pads on the floor and the upper part of the liner was then 

placed on the lower. Attachment of the upper and lower parts both in service and for 

shipment from the factory to the laboratory was accomplished by means of Cleco fasteners 

through holes in the flange~ of the mating surfaces, of both the copper panels and end 

plates at a. spacing of 5 inches. In service the gaps between the panel flanges were 

' checked by feeler gages and maintained at less than .020 inch to reduce high frequency 

leakage. Fla~ges on the aluminum frames were also temporarily.clamped together during 

shipment. 

Handling of the two parts of the liner and of the completedliner was accomplished 

at the factory by means of a fixture consisting.of.a 40 foot long steel tube with 

clips for attaching ties which were then in turn fastened to each circumferential 

frame of the liner. This fixture was replaced by a pair of lightweight steel tube 

frames fabricated at the Radia.tibn Laboratory when it became necessary to handle the 

liner in service. These lightweight frames each attached to four points on the liner 

circumferential frames at stations ten feet apart and symrnetrically placed with 

respect to the ends and centerlines. These attachment points were provided on both 

the upper and lower parts of the liner so that the upper part could be lifted off the 

lower when the latt:er vvas installed in the tank to permit access to. the drift tubes. 

By attaching the lifting fixtures to the attachJnent points ~m the lower part of the 

liner the entire liner could be lifted from the tank. Fig. 20 shows the completed 

liner supported by these fixtures. 

Each lightweight fixt?re was supported by an ,overhead crane through a manually 

operated worm gear hoist. It was found by service experience that electric hoists and 

spur gear hoists were unsatisfactorily rough in operation since it was necessary to 

start and stop the li1ier motion smoothly and to be able to lower it by minute incre-

ments vmen placing it upon the supports. 

A shipping fixture was made in the fonn of an enclosing rectangular frame fabri-

cated by welding from heavy steel angles. Remo~aole transverse members on the top of 
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this frame permitted the liner to be lowered vertically through the frame to where it 

rested on padded supports and was clamped in place with additional padded supports 

placed against the·top of the liner. 

(4) Drift Tube Construction and Support - The drift tubes were basically a. 

cylinder of variant length ~d diameter supported by a. single stem perpendicular to 

the liner axis a.t the center line of each drift tube. The drift tube diameter varied 

from 4 3/4 inches to 2 3/4 inches, the first eleven drift tubes being constant a.t 

4 3/4 and the remaining 35 drift tubes diminishing to 2 3/4 in steps of approximately 
.... ., 

sixtu-thou~:;,e:nds of an inch. The drift tube lengths varied from about 4 3/8 for the fir· 

first drift tube to 11 itlches for the last drift tube. The drift tube body was made of 

a copper tube with the end a.t the beam exit made from a copper plate hard soldered into 

the tube and with a. threaded ring in the opposite end. Into this threaded ring 

screwed a cap which in turn received a grid holder. The exit end of the drift tube 

had a re·=entra.nt opening formed by a brass tail tube about 3 inches in length and 

varying from 1 inch inside diameter to 1 1/2 inches inside diameter for the range of 

dl"ift tube sizes. All external edges were uniformly rounded with a radius of 3/8 

inch. The external dimensions were obtained by ma.chi:tli.ilg_; the entire surface of the 
., 
" drift tube to a tolerance on diameter and 'length of plus or minus two one=thousa.ndths 

of an inch. The threaded cap was originally designed to be screwed into the drift 

tube body after the grid holder had been inserted from the inside. On the initial 

runs serious _sparking was found to have occurred across the contact surface betw·een 

the drift tube oap and body even though special effort had been taken to insure high 

contact pressures a.t this point. Thus it became ne9essa.ry to solder the drift tube 

cap to the body with a. low temperature eutectic alloy and to redesign the grid holder 

so that it oould be inserted from the front of the drift tube. The threaded construe-· 

tion~ however. did permit final adjustment of drift tube length to be made after 

voltage distribution measurements were completed. 

The drift tube stems were made of one inch diameter brass tubing soft soldered 

into a reamed boss on the transverse center line of the drift tube. Through this stem 
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was passed a quarter inch di~~eter copper tube that made a loop around the inside of 

the drift tube bodJr to which it vms soft soldered and then returned through the stem 

for circulation of cooling water. It was subsequently found necessary to silver plate 

the drift tube body and stem to reduce r.f. losses in the brass stem and tail tube. 

The drift tube stem was closed by a plug which carri'ed a threaded extension. The 

drift tube components are diagrammed in Fig. 21. 

The drift tubes were supported (see Fig. 19) by a pair of plates which clamped on 

the salient flanges of the drift tube support rails supported by the liner frames. 

One of these clamp plates had a large clearance hole while the other was provided with 

a seat for a spherical we.Sller and with four tapped holes uniformly spaced about the 

seat. The threaded extension of the drift tube stem passed through a cross of steel, 

heat treated to a spring temper~ thence through a hemispherical washer and was termi-

nated with a nut. With the hemispherical 1~sher resting in the seat provided in the 

clamp plate and with four cap screws through the threaded holes bearing against the 

arms of the cross 9 the drift tube was held firmly in position and could be adjusted 

along the three coordinate axes by means of the two p~irs of screws on opposite sides 

of the~em and by means of the nut on the threaded extension. 

(5) Liner and Drift Tube Cooling- A semi-circular distribution manifold was· 

soldered to the end plates of the liner on both top and bottom parts. From this 

manifold radial tubes led to fittings on the ends of the 40 foot tubes soldered to 

each liner panel; thus, the panels were cooled by water flowing though these long 

tubes in parallel in circuits that came through the tank at one end, through the 

distribution manifold 9 along the panels into the collection manifold and out through a 

discharge lead at the opposite end of the tank. Separate circuits were maintained for 

the upper and lower parts of the liner. 

The drift tubes were also cooled in parallel by a third water cooling circuit. 

Two tubes were supported in openings in the liner frames with one tube serving as 

supply header and the other as collection header. These tubes had nipples hard 

soldered to them adjacent to each drift tube into which the 1/4 inch copper tube 
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passi:ug through the drift tube stems were soldered. By introducing the water at one 

end o.f the tank and removing it from the other the cooline; water pressure drop through 

each parallel flow path was maintained the same. Checks upon the operation of the 

parallel flmv system were made by putting hot water throue;h the lines and feeling · 

all the tubes to see that ~hey were receiving their quota of water and that no obstruc-

tions existed in the individual circuits. 

(6) Grids = As was shoYm in Section. III of this paper, phase focusing and phase 

stability can only be achie~red in the machine by introducing charge within the bea:rri; 

eogo~ by arranging the entrance end of drift tubes so that electric field lines 

terminate within the beamo This vms first done by putting 3 x 10=5 inch thick beryl-

lium foils across the entr,ance of each drift tube. However~ sparking in the tank 
) 

destroyed themp and grids were used instead. There isp of course 9 greater field 

concentration on grids than on flat foils. To a first approximation, if one considers 

a grid to be merely a foil with many holes punched outr the field is increased by: a 

factor.equ!!tl•.to·-,the. ratio, of the::total area ~9. tJJfi,ar.e&uqccupi.ed,by conductors, since 

the. s-ame number o.f l:ine1:f7:_-ofl.J£dr,caue:t}d on the conductor~_ but on a smaller area. 

The ratio of apertu:z:e to field strength ca.n be improved by using a slat grid of 

structure similar to a klystron grid instead of a perforated plate~ since some of the 

field line will terminate on the flat sides of the slats. lt,igo 22 shows several grid 

shapes which have been used and also the beryllium foils. 

Grids v.rere fabricated from c 002 x 1/16 inch tungsten rib bono A 95° bend w-as put 

in short sections of this strip by means of modified vise-grip plierso Brass rings 

mounted on a carbon mandrel were slit· by a mul tiblade saw to a depth of 72 mils. 

The bent strips were put into these slots and hard soldered around the rim which vms 

" then given a finishing lathe cut. The grids were polished to approximate the theoret-

ical shape by immersing in 2 molar NaOH and passing 5 ampso a.c. for 5 seconds between 

the finished grid and a tungsten rod. They were next soldered with pure tin into 

copper holders which hid the brass ring$ and could be screwed into the entrance end of 

the drift tubeso Grids were given a thorough visua.l inspection through 30x stereo-
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scopic microscope, and sharp points were removed. Then they were tested by photo-

metering the transmission of a beam of parallel light from a tungsten strip filament 

lamp. The optical path was: pin hole .over strip filament lamp, collimating lens, 

grids focusing lens, .010 inch diameter pinhole, photronic cell. It is interesting to 

note that this vre.s a "good geometry"* experiment, so, that an aperture of, say, 90 

percent the total opening gave a photocell reading of 80 percent. 
l 

The final test of the grids was made by investigating their behavio~ in vacuum 

under d.c. field equal to the r.fo field of the linear accelerator. If the cold 

emission was less than 50 ~a after the grids had been given up to 5 minutes run-in 

time~ they were accepted. The final grid in its mounting is shovm in Fig. 23. 

In practice. we do not believe that the etching' procedure was necessary. We 

tested several grids electrically which had not been etched, and could not find any 

significant difference from the normal ones. 

The 15 cyele r.fo pulses produce fiel~of 107 volts/meter between the drift tubes, 

or 4 gm/cm2 on the drift tube ends. This pulse4.force was sufficient to loosen the 

grid holders. so set screws ~re used to lock them into the drift tubes. 

(7) Drift Tube Aligument - In order to align the drift tubes in the tank, the top 

half of the liner vre.s ?laced on its legs on the bottom half which was in position in 
~f~ 

the vacuum tank (Fig. ~4). Then after aligning roughly so that a beam of light would 

pass clear through all drift tubes, cross-hairs were inserted in both ends of each of 

the end tuners. The tuners and the liner were next adjusted so that they were in line 

and horizontal, as seen through a 24x precision engineer's level. Accuracy of meas-

urement at the far (west) e~d of the liner vre.s ~50 mils» and at the near end it was 

+ 10 mils. Cross-hairs were then put in the entranc~ and exit end of No. l (the west 

end) drift tube, and brought into coincidence with the t1mer cross-hairs by the drift 

tube support adjustments. A level was used to check that the drift tube stem was 

perpendicular to the liner axis, and the axial position of the drift tube center was 

checked by steel scale measurement to the end of the liner. A similar procedure was 

used to align No. 2 drift tube, and in addition the e;ap between No. l and No. 2 was 

* i.e. the diffracted component of the beam is ~recorded by the photocell. 
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micrometered at four points between drift tube faces to check alignment and position. 

A similar procedure was used for the rest of the drift tubes, except that the steel 

scale was replaced by a 10 foot long alumj_num I berun upon which the accurate positions 

of drift tube centers had been scribed. A surface gauge was employed to transfer the 

scribed positions to the centers of the drift tubelsurface (Fig. 25}e After alignment 

of drift tubes~ the grids were carefully installed without disturbing drift tube 

positions. It is thought that this initial alignment was accurate to + 25 mils. 

Later experience has shown that such accuracy is not required. A twist of 30 in drift 

tube No. 25, so severe that the beam area is reduced to half~ reduced the beam of the 

linear accelerator by no more than a factor of 2.5. Axial displacement of a drift tube 

by 1/2 inch did not affect the beam measurably, nol did l/4 inch axial displacement of 

four drift tubes$ though this latter;,.condition,)d'id.~ malce tuning of the pre-exciters 

more critical than normal and made the r.f. envelope fuzzy; i.e., other modes were 

excited noticeably. Present method of checking drift tube alignment consists of 

sighting by eye down the outside of the line of tubes to check axial position and 

alignment. and checking the distances between drift tubes with inside calipers to see 

that the lengths of successive gaps increase by approximately constant increments. It 

is to be noted that this relative lack of sensitivity to lack of proper alignment is ~; 

true only after the initial adjustments of the lower harmonics have been made, as 

described in Section IIo All the disturbances referred to here are presumably high 

harmonic perturbation to which the fields are relatively insensitive. 

(8) Radiation Shielding - Tile stray radiation around the linear accelerator has 

been investigated to determine its sources and energies. The radiation comes. practi-

cally entirely from x~rays produced by electron bombardment of the drift tube ends. · 

The electrons arise from ion and electron cascading on the drift tube·ends and gas 

b~tw~en drift tubes. These sources were determined by exposing x-ray plates through 

an iron slat collimater 11 telescopen laid on top of the accelerator. The energi.es of 

the x~rays near the exit end of the accelerator were found by absorption measurements 

to be up to 2 Mev corresponding to electrons passing through one or two gaps petween 
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One-half inch of lead shielding hung on frames near the sides and top of the 

linear accelerator has reduced the x-ray level, measured two feet from the machine, to 

~10 MR/hr. The shielding has many openings such as holes for the transmission lines, 

and four-foot wide space below the Pb, so that there is scattered radiation throughout 

the roomo The level 30 feet from the machines is ~5 MR/hr. 

Note from Fig. 26 that the x-ray level increases by a factor of 3 per kilovolt 
•. 

doCo in the operating region of the machine, the normal operating level being 10 kv 

Three inches of lead glass are provided over the tank windows through which the 

inside of the liner can be,viewed. 

After the tank has been let dovm to air and re-evacuated, the radiation level is 

higher by a factor of 2 to 5, but improves quickly with running of the ref. which 

serves to outgas the system. Outgassing can also be speeded by running hot water 

through the liner c_.ooling lines; though that h~s very seldom been done: 

(9) Vacuym System- The basic.requirements of the linear accelerator vacuuo1 system 

are, first. a base pressure 10-5 mm or less ancl, second, a pump-dovvn and bake-in time 

of reasonable length, say, 8 hours. To fulfill these conditions in a steel tank 40 

feet long~ of 15,000 liters capacity, containing about 500 vacuum seals and joints and 

several hundred feet of poLyethylene cable, it was obviously necessary to provide a 

fast pump and keep leaks and outgassing to a minimum. That this has been done sue-

cessfully can be seen from the fact that at present the base pressure is about 2 x 

lo-6 mm. the rate of pressu~e rise with the pumps closed off is as low as lo-7 mm/sec., 

and bake-in times as short as 4 hours have been recorded. 

Pwmps - The pumps used ar.e a 30 inch three-stage diffusion pump with a pumping 

speed of 7000 liters/seco and an 8 inch two-stage diffusion pump in sel'ies, backed by 

two 43 cofomc Kinney rotary mechanical pumps in parallel. The diffusion pumps use 

Litton oil, wnich is effectively kept out of the tank by a thorough refrigerated 

baffling system. The pumping spE:)ed measured inside the liner is 2 9 500 liters/sec.,· 
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which is considered a reasonable fraction of the speed of the pump alone. 

For the first stages of pumping down there is a three inch pipe line about 250 

feet long connecting the linear accelerator fore-vac system to a 750 c.f.m. Beach-Russ 

mechanical pump in the 184" cyclotron building. The pumping speed of this line 

becomes low around 500 microns and at this point the two 43 c.f.m. Kinney pumps take 

over. The 8 inch diffusion pump will pperate against a back pressure of 125 microns, 

and the usual operating pressure of the Kinney pumps is between 10 and 20 microns. 

In order to remove condensible vapors from the tank and prevent pump oil from 

entering it$ a water-cooled baffle, (see Fig. 27) a .lT-e'fi:igerated baffle, and a liquid 

nitrogen trap have been employed. The trap will hold almost 40 liters ~d consumes 

200 liters of liquid nitrogen per day. Recent experiments indicate that it is possi-

ble to rUJ:l: without this trap, after the initial outgassing. The refrigerated baffle 

is cooled by a small freon refrigerator to a temperature of about-30° c and has been 

very effective in stopping the oil vapors from the pump. 

Seals and Joints - A very wide variety of seals is us.ed on the. linear accelerator. 

Besides the usual types, such as soft and hard solder joints, gaskets, and arc-welded 

seams, there are Wilson seals$ sylphon seals, aircraft-type spark plugs, and even 

certain standard r.f. connectors which have been found to be vacuum-tight.· 

Perhaps the most noteworthy of the gasket seals is the main tank gasket, which 

runs completely around the tank and is almost 90 feet long. To eliminate the expense 

of machining a flange 40 feet long it vms decided to use a molded rubber gasket held 

to the fla:dge with special screws and retained by a 1/4 inch square strip of steel 

tack-welded to the flange along the vacuum side (see Fig. 28). Despite the un-ma-

chined flange, the performance of this gasket has exceeded our expectation. Three 

bolts on each side suffice .to hold the flanges together and when the pumps are started, 

the external air pressure exerts ample force to complete the seal. The heads of the 

screws act to separate the flanges and prevent them from damaging the gasket. 

Another problem is encountered in making vacuum-tight the coaxial lines that 

transmit power from the oscillators to the cavity. The requirements for this part 
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were that it be vacuum tight, that the dielectric losses be small, that it make good 

electrical connections inside the tank, that it be capahle of installation and removal 

without opening the tank, and that without impairing the seal, it could swing slightly 

from side to side and vertically to allow for motion of the liner inside the tank. A 

line utilizing a Housekeeper; glass-to-copper seal w~s tried and discarded as too 

~ragile for the purpose. The design finally adopted is illustrated in Fig. 29. It 

will be noted that the inside of the inner conductor is evacuated~ while the space 

between the two conductors is at atmospheric pressure. In spite of their complexity, 

careful fabrication and thorough pre-testing have made it possible to use these lines 

vnth a minimum of trouble. 

The inner conductor is fastened to the coupling' loop inside the liner by means of 

a captive screw which is reached with a long screw driver through the pipe-threaded 

hole at the other end of the inner conductor. The whole line is held against the 

external pressure by a retaining ring which permits some freedom of rotation of the 

axis of the transmission line about lines in the plane of the molded rubber gasket. 

It has been found that the standard r.f. fitting RG-98U is satisfactory for 

bringing low power leads into the vacuum. The linerJ and drift tube water-cooling 

pipes are brought out of the tank through a rubber compression seal of conventional 

type. 

The stems of most of the valves used on this tank are sealed with Wilson seals, 

and have given little or no trouble. Some sylphons have been used, both in valves and 

elsewhere, with spotty results. Most of them gave no trouble in use~ while others 

repeatedly failed. ~ 

It is a policy of this laboratory to use double gasket seals wherever possible, 

and to provide a t'pump~outn passage connecting the space between the gaskets with the 

open air. The pump~out is particu\arly important in that it gives a check point to 

determine the "tightness" of the whole inner gasket, regardless of small leaks in the 

outer gasket. It is also possible in emergencies to evacuate the space between the 

two gaskets until a more permanent repair can be made. The use of this arrangement 
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has enabled us to find quickly many leaks which oth~rwise would have been very insid-

ious and hard to locateo All components are pre-tested before instal1ationo 

The inside surfaces of our tank have been painted with glyptal as a rust preven

tive measureo The first time the tank was evacuated there was heavy outgassing of the 

glyptal·solvent 9 but in a few days this was over and ~uch subsequent outgassing has. 

thereby been avoidedo 

It was feared that the ceramic accelerating tube in the Van de Graaff g~nerator 
- . . . 

might some day fail under pressure and raise the pressure inside the linear accelerator 

to 100 posoio or so. To 'prevent this.l> a "blow-off" plate was installed which is held 

onto its gasket only by its weight and the external pressure. It is expected to 

relieve~,any internal pressure over one PoSoio Both entrance and exit valves to the. 

machine have been converted to solenoid controlled pneumatic valves interlocked to an 

ionization gauge protective relay which turns off the ionization gauge filament power 

and closes both valves whenever the pressure reading rises off scale0 

Vo osc'rtl.ATORS 

One. of the major developmental problems in connection with a linear accelerator 

is the production of the large peak high frequency power requiredo The present 

machine is designed to operate with an average voltage gradient of o90 megavolts per 

foot or a total voltage of 36 million overallo This differs from the energy gain 

(28 Mev) of the particles due to operating phase angie and transit time losso The 

shunt impedance of the cavity at resonance on the fundamental mode is 316 megohmso 

From these numbers one arrives at a required peak power of approximately 2o5 megawatts. 

The machine is pulsed on fifteen times per second with an 11 onu time of 300 microsec-

onds 9 or a duty cycle of 225o This gives an average power input of app~oximately.lO KW. 

While the average power requirements are quite moderatef the peak power could 

not be delivered by any single oscillator or tube in existence when the machine was 

plannedo It was obvious that initial operation would have to be with a multiplicity 

of oscillators coupled into the resonator. 

The original planning called for the use of surplus 200 me radar transmitters 
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(BC-677) in essentially unaltered form. Several difficulties developed. ·One was 

the low efficiency of the oscilla ·tors. but the limiting difficulty was their coupling 

system. It proved impossible to couple these oscillators iEto the resonant cavity 

·without the inclusion of a large resistive element in the coupling system to prevent 

" the oscillators from jumpi~1g to frequencies determined by the coupling system and their 

ovm multiplicity of resonant circuits inste'l':td of the resonant frequency of the cavity. 

With this large loss. the efficiency from a.,:o. power 11 in11 to r.fo power 11 out11 was 

in the neighborhood of 12 percent. This coupling system was inherently a loose 

coupled system, so that the oscillators had a very narrow turning range over which they 

would lock into the accelerator frequency, necessitating very careful tuning adjustments. 

When it was realized that the BC-677 oscillators would be a definite weak link 

in the machine. a program was initiated to investigate possible modification of the 

units. From a standpoint of economy. it was desired to use as much of the original 

surpl:us equipment as possible. A quick series of tests determined that the tubes 

(GL-434-A) used in the BC-677 were not a limitation on efficiency and on this basis it 

was decided to use these same tubes in any new oscillator. In addition the following 

rough specifications were set ti.p: 

l. The frequency of the oscillator should be determined primarily by the linear 

accelerator cavity. 

2. The oscillator should have reasonable overall efficiency. 

3. The oscillators must be easy to maintain. 

If the first two of these specificatiops are-considered, they lead quite naturally 

to an oscillator in which the linear accelerator :resonator is effectively the tank 

circuit of the oscillator. Such an oscillator would be capable of oscillating only on 

a frequency to which the main cavity was resonant, and would need no large loss element 

to damp modes associated with its ovm resonant circuits, for there need not be such 

circuits. 

This type of construction suggests an oscillator tube of some sort mounted directly 

on the inside of the liner and having very low inductance loops coupling its input and 
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output circuit to the fields inside the ~nk. It brings with it the unfortunate 

:r:equiremept of developi~g a tube which could' _pe s'o used, as well as cooling and 
.~' . 

mainte~ce problems. 
/ 

A practical modifio.ation of this ideal scheme consists of using low inductance, 
, I 

·_\ 

tightly coupled loops iA the cavity 9 but bri:P.(!;:ing th~m electrically outside of the 
.. :.·. ''·'· I ·:.. . .·· 

vacuum tank by means of::{a tran~nni;s.sion line ~ integral·nuJrber of half wavelengths long. 
:. ~(./ . ;.:.~:~ 

Such a line has the prop~rty of presenting a;ithe sending end exactly that impedance 
.-~- . ' ' 

which is connected at its receiving end. This scheme made it possible to have a pair 

of terminals outside of·the vacuum system which for electrical purposes were as good 
., 

as a direct connection to the loop inside, provided the standing wave ratio on the line 

differs considerably from unity~ 

The remaining pro'l;llem was to design an oscillator whi9h could use these tightly 

coupled terminals without sacrificing all o{ the tightness in the coupling to the tubes, 

in order to make ~he o.scillator frequency a):td phase be controlled by the accelerator 

cavity. 

From this ooncel?t; the oscillator des:i;gh. shown in Fig. 30 evelved. A short 
'-;: 

cylindrical cavity is ~sed in which four tub,~s are placed symmetricallyo rhe anodes of 

the tubes are connected to the bottom of the. resonator (for r. L) and the cathodes are 

connected directly to the top of the resonator. The resoriator is tuned roughly to 

resonance by the capacity between the tube elements. In order to keep the oscillator 

free from circuitsreso~~nt near the desire'/::,-ppera.ting frequency, t'he grid receives_ 

energy from the plate_~hrough the grid-plat¢,; capacity, with~only a very small inductance 
. . ~··:,. . . .. . :-":::·:~~--. .-

inserted from grid to ground to deter~ine t~~ magnitude and phase of the grid sie;nal. 
··5' ·.·:·, 

In this constructi<;m, the rc.fo fields 9r the output (plate-cathode) circuit are 

totally enclosed in th~ resonator as sho·wn in Fig. 30. From this drawing it is seen 

that a co-axial line c~n be brought into th;¢ resonator in such a way as to link 
/~~ . 

virtually all of the m~ognetic fluxo In ot~~r woras. it is possible to secure a 

connection to the output circuit with low series :impedance. It therefore follo~ys that 

the oscillator voltage will follow closely voltage developed across the loop in the 
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main cavity. By unconventional design, it is possible to make the self inductance of 

this loop so small that the coupled impedance of the accelerator cavity at resonance 

dominateso These loops are copper plates approximately 3 inches by 4 inches located 

3/4 inch from the cavity wall. having an inductive impedance of approximately 15 ohms 

at 200mco The coupled impedance at resonance of the-;cavity is 300 ohms. 

Examination of the overall system shows one remaining problem, once again the 

matter of spurious modes. Looking at Fig. 31 which shows the impedance of the trans-

mission line and loop system for various frequencies •. it is seen that no mode can exist 

which is very close to but not on the correct frequency, since the coupling loop would 

present a very low impedance to such a frequency, and this would be reflected by the . 
' transmission li~e across the oscillator output. In addition oscillations differing by 

more than 50 percent from the correct frequency will not exist because the grid drive 

scheme is sufficiently selective to eliminate them. In tests~ two frequencies other 

than the desired one did appear. One of these was about 20 percent hie;her in frequency, 

and the other 20 percent lower. The voltage distribution for these two frequencies 

and the desired frequency is shovm in Figo 32. 

~ 

It is seen that there is a voltage node on the line for the fundamental frequenc:>', 

~/4 wavelengths from the oscillator. Since the line is terminated in a load only on 

a frequency to which the accelerating cavity is resonant and is short-circuited for 

other frequencies 3 there would be a large voltage on the line at the A/4 point if such 

frequencies existed·. If a resistor is placed across the line at that point it will 

have a large damping effect on the spurious frequencies w~thout appreciably affecting 

the correct oneo In practice it turns out to be possible to eliminate these undesired 

frequencies completely with a 700 ohm resistor at this point. The amplitude of the 

desired frequency at this point is only 1000 volts 9 which gives a loss in the resistor 

of approximately 2 percent of the transmitted powero 

The choice of characteristic impedance of the transmission line from the loop to 

the oscillator is determined by the desired voltage at the node. which is approximately 
/ 

1/6 of the oscillator voltage-. This leads to a val1~e of 50 ohms 9 which also represents 
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the best ratio of inner diameter to outer diameter fnom a flashing standpoint. 

Examination of Figo 7 which gives the spectrum of frequencies to which the 

accelerator is resonant~ shows that there exists ve;·y close to the desired ~requency, 

other resonances~ which to the oscillator ·will appear just as good as the correct one. 

The problem of keeping the high power oscillators fr6m running on one of these other 

modes at first seemed formidableo 

It developed in the course of the oscillator design that the oscillators would 

not build up when connected to a cavity by themselves~ if the grid circuit was adjusted 

for optimum output at high levelo Building up was prevented by the low power-gain of 

the tubes for small signals and the large energy storage or "fly-wheel effect 11 of the 

-cavity" It proved possible to force the oscillators to build up by exciting the cavity 

to about 10 percent of the final voltage (1 percent power) by means of a loosely 

coupled oscillator pulsed on 100 microseconds ahead of the main oscillators. 

This eliminated the problems of mode selectiono All that is needed is to provide 

a low-power free running oscillator loesely coupled to the cavity. This oscillator 

can be manually tuned to the desired mode and the main oscillators >rill build up and 

run only on that frequency. In practice three pre-exciters ~re used to provide the 

power needed to start the main system of 25 oscillatorso 

The construction of an individual oscillator is shown in Fig. 32. The tube anodes 

are bypassed to the bottom of the oscillator tank with concentric polystyrene sheet 

capacitors for the purpose of d.c. plate voltage isolationo Since no rof. fields exist 

outside the oscillator cavity, the doco can be applied directly to the bottom of the 

tubes. The grid and filament connections and associated bypass condensers are asse1nbled 

on the top or lid. which is hinged to provide easy access to the tubeso All co1n1ections 

to the oscillator. including the rofo output~ are of the plug-in type permitting the 

entire oscillator to be, disconnected quickly in case of failure. In practice a 

defective oscillator can be located. replaced and.the machine restored to operation 

in two minuteso 

The base, in which the transmission line from the accelerator to the oscillators 
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termin't~s:. serves primarily as a support for the oscillator and as a cabinet for the 

filament transformer, motor blower and other accessory equipment. 

The only metering provided for the individual oscillators at the control desk 

COnSists of meters reading doCo grid current e 

; 
These meters give a small constant 

J 

reading 'Whenever,, the filament of an oscillator is 
,. on, read slightly higher due to grid 

rectification when the pre-exciters are operatings and are inversely proportional to 

oscillator loading when the main oscillators are on. By noting the distribution of 

readings. with respect to the individual oscillator positions along the tank when the 

pre-exciters are on, it can be ascertained whether the pre-excitation is on the correct 

frequency. This metering seheme has proved very satisfactory9 and seems to represent 

the maximum information per meter. 

For protection of the oscillators against tube flashes, each oscillator has a fast 

overload relay in its pl~te circuit which is arranged to shut the main pulse system 

off before the next pulse. The entire energy stored in the pulse system is prevented 
J 

·from appearing in any one tube flash by having resistors built into the base of each 

oscillator which are connected in series with the high voltage lead. With this 

protection 9 it is found that a single tube spark in general does no serious damage to 

a tube~ and the machine can be immediately res,tqred to operation. 

The oscillators are limited in output primarily by the internal resistance of the 

tubes. and not by power dissipation in plate or grid. They are therefore loaded to 

operate at 50 percent d.c~ to r.f. efficiency which gives the maximum r.f. power output. 

One problem almost universally met in devices using high voltage r.f. in a vacuum 

is "multipactor" action. This is a secondary electron multiplication process which 
. 

can produce severe loading at low power levels. but once the system is above that level 

it disappears. The mechanism of this discharge can be illustrated as follov~. Consider 

two parallel metal plates spaced some small distance and placed in a vacuum. In 

general the secondary emission ratio for metals (with usual surface contamination) 

will be greater than o:rw. That is • if an electron strikes the sm·face more than one 

electron will be emitted. 
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the plates, there will be 

cross1::,;9e gap in,:;.~.-;;:actly ......... 
one-half cycle. If this o:::-,ergy is of the correct order of magnitude more than one 

secondary electron will be ~released, and these elec,trons vvill see a voltage such as 

[j 

to accelerate them back across the gap again where they will make still more electrons. 

This process builds up very rapidly~ ancl' can dissipate a large amount of energy. It 

occurs only at low amplitudes in our geometry because the transit time must be very 

nearly right for multiplication to be cumulative~ and it limits the amplitude to this 

valueo 

The straightfor.vard cures are to make the electron transit time different in the 

~No directions by a doco bias, or to raise the voltaEe so rapidly that there are not 

enough rofo cycles in the critical region for the discharse to become large. The 

linear accelerator entrance ·end provides extremely favorable geometry for such a dis-

charge between drift tubes. The spacings between drift tubes in this region are of 

the order of one inch and it can be sho>vn that this gap will be resonant for multipactor 

action at around 2000 volts. In addition there are many such saps~ any one of which 

can be responsibleo 

This problem produced some difficulty in early tests, and it was decided to 

rernmre the effect by isolating every other drift tube from ground for d. c. and to 

apply a bias such as to make the transit time different in one direction from that in 

the other. This method worked, but brought with it many difficulties in providing a 

suitable bypass con~enser from the stems to the liner. Later it vms discovered 

experimentally that the cavity could be pre-excited at the high energy end where the 

drift tube spacings were long and the geometry vms not suitable for multipactoring~ 

and the doco bias provisions w·ere removedo It turns out that sufficient energy can 

be put into the high energy end (takint: advantage of the very low group velocity of 

propagation of the cavity as a waveguide at cut-off) to bring the rest of the cavity 

up through the critical region fast enough to eliminate the effecto 

With the cavity fed as described, build-up occurs in about 100 microseconds after 
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plate voltage is applied to the main power oscillators. The time sequence of operations 

and the plate voltage and raf. pulse shapes are shown in Fig. 33. 

VL POWER SYSTEM 

(1) Pulse Network - This section presents the general requirements of the power .. 
system of the linear accelerator and the design that was adopted to meet these require-

" mentso Engineering details that are standard practice are omitted and the discussion 

is limited to those features of the machine that are unique" An over-all picture of 

the power system is given by a simplified block diagram, Figo 34, that will be referred 

to frequently in the text. 

Available electrical ,components, electron tubes, the problem of cooling, and other 
/ 

considerations, indicated that a pulsed power supply for the oscillators would be 

required. Until the final oscillator was developed, the exact impedance and load 

characteristics that this pulse system would have to drive were not known. However, 

it seemed that at most a system with the following specifications would be needed: 

a) 1,000 amperes peak current at 15,000 volts. with the voltage reasonably constant 

during the pulse. b) A 300 microsecond pulse with a pulse repetition rate of 15 cps • 
• 

or a duty cycle of approximately 225. To fulfill these specifications it was decided 

to use a standard three-phase mercury vapor rectifier circuit followed by a pulse-

forming network and spark gap switching. The five main pulse-forming netvvorks shown 

in Fig. 34 were constructed as a result of this decisiono 

The deve}opment of the power oscillators used in the present design of the linear 

accelerator required that pre-exciters (oscillators·which provide an initial field in 

the cavity before the main pulse) be used and that they be supplied with a pulse 

starting before the main pulseo This required that a separate system to the main 

system be installed and that it be triggered before the main system. 

The final power system is shovm in Fig. 34: this figure describes most of the 

important features of the power modulator. In the following we shall attempt to 

describe some of its more unusual featureso 

(2) Pulse~forming networks - Nfuny types of modulators providing pulses were used 
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during the war in radar equipmentl 4)19); one of the better types developed d~ring 

this time was the pulse-forming network typeol5)l6) In it a synthetic transmission 

line 9 that is open circuited at one end, is charged up to a high voltage and then 

suddenly discharged through a load impedance at the other endo If the load impedance 

is equal to the characteristic impedance of the transmission line~ the result is a 

voltage across the load equal to one~half the original line voltage and lasting for 

a time corresponding to twice the electrical length of the lineo At the end of this 

time 9 the voltage on the line is zero and all of the energy has been taken from the 

line at a constant voltage. »1i th regard to output voltae:;es. reflections 9 and waveform, 

when the load ~mpedance differs from the characteristic impedance Z0 of the network~ 

the network may be treated by conventional transmission line theoryo 

The original pulse-forming networks developed early in the war for radar applica

tions15)l6) were made of four or five sections with mutual inductance between sections 

and the values of the L and C in each section differento Such a network is an 

excellent device if it is to be mass produced~ but it is difficult to construct from 

standard components. The type of network we have used is illustrated in Fig. 35o The 

network is composed of identical lumped components 9 except for the L/2 in the first 

section 9 and is a very simple thing to make. The resistances of Z0 /2 in parallel·and 

in series with the first section L and C respectively have been called "Gibbs sup~ 

pressors'' 9 since they eliminate the ttGibbs phenomenon, n which is the overshoot at a 

point of discontinuity when a function is synthesized from its Fourier components. 

This method is due to Wo Wo Hansen. Consider the initial impedance looking into the 

network> because the capa~ity initially acts as a short circuit and the inductance 

as an open circuit, the impedance will be infinite. With the Gibbs suppressors, the 

initial impedance is Z09 as it should be. We have had very excellent results with 

networks of more than six sections and have arbitrarily selected ten sections as a 

good number to use. By changing the values of the inductances (or the capacities) a 

voltage that varies with time in a specified manner may be obtained,l7) for example, 

to correct for pulse droop due to coil resistance" 
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The values used for the main and pre-pulsed networks are shovm in Fig. 35. If 

the five main pulse lines were run in parallel at 30 kv line voltage,there would be 

5,600 joules stored in the capacities which corresponds to 18.7 megawatts peak po·w·er 

or 1,250 peak amperes. In operation, the machine normally uses four pulse lines at 
) 

around 20 kv on the pulse line, corresponding to 6:6 megawatts output. 

Let us consider the charging cycle of the circuit of Fig. 36a, which is an 

idealized pulse network. Let us assume: (a) All the energy is stored in the capacities 

of the pulse-forming network when s1 is opened and closed. ·(b) No energy flowp 

through the charg~network during the time S1 is closed. (c) The network is operating 

with repeating switch closures in a steady state. Equating the energy 

energy !tout" for one cycle; 

~Eidt = EQ = EC(V1 - V2 ) = ~ C(V12 - v22) 

v2 .< o 

U • It 
ln to the 

(58) 

In Eq. (58), V1 and V2 are the voltages on the network when S1 is closed and ope£e~ 

respectively. Solving for V1 : 

v1 = 2E - v2 

= E + VE2- V2 (2E + V2) 

if v2 .,. o 

if v2 <. o 

In most modulators V2 = 0, i.e. the pulse line is fully discharged, rod this line 

serves as a voltage doubler. 

(59) 

The coupling network is usually an inductance, as shovm in Fig. 26b. The uni-

lateral element is due to the rectifying tubes. The charging current may be studied 

by Circuit 36c, vmose equation is: 

L di + .!..[ idt = E 
dt c . 

(60) 

Integrating (60), assuming that the line is dischareed at t = 0, when E is applied: 

. i(t) = (61) 

where rl = tan-1 ioL~o and c.v 0 : 
1 

JO E JLC. 
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Let ~be the time between the closings of Sl. 'We then have three cases, if we 

have a unilateral circuit like Fig. 36bo These cases are plotted in Fig. 37 . 

Case I a- ) 
.,... 
wo 

i(t) [ v!Ll (sin Wot] .t ,__:rr_ 
,; Wo 

0 t > '1T 
Wo 

Case II 

This is a special case of Case I, and the condition usually called resonant 

charging. 

Case III 

The current through the reactance L remains constant during the discharge 

interval, thus 

¢ = 11' - Wo cr' 

2 2 
Then from (63) and (61) 

i(O) E w 0"' =·--cot o 
W 0 L 2 

And for (61) 

i(t) = [(Ew 0 G) J[uos ("'~o-) J [sin [ Wot + (; - "';'" )} j 
It i~ interesting to integrate (65) and divide by C: 

V = 2Ecsd (w~o: )[cos [ w 0 cr- + ; - w~a-} J 
This gives us the voltage at any time. The :r,atio between the voltage at the 

peak 9 if the switch fails to close 9 and the normal voltage is: 

.L_! sin i.Uo o-/2 = line voltage ratio 
2 .sin w 0 o-/2 

From (65) the ratio of maximum to minimum current is: 

liiTax current = sec Wo fS'"' 

Min current 2 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

In design a compromise must be made betw·een the improved current ratio and the· 

chances of a voltage overshoot; in case of misfire or shutting off the voltage 

• 
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overshoot may be suppressed by a safety device. As can be seen from the constants on 

The pre-pulse network system is approximately the same, but on a much smaller scale. 

It puts out a pulse of about 200 microseconds which starts 100 microseconds before the 

main pulse. The pre-pulse line is charged through a temperature limited diode. This is 

a very convenient method of smoothing out ''the current ri[JplE? on a low power system where 

one can afford to throw away half of the power in the diode. It is easily seen that 

half of the power is lost in the diode by noting that during the charging time the current 

is constant and the average diode voltage is equal to the averac:e line voltage. Voltage 

doubling is not obtained in this case because there i:;; a power sink in the pulse gener-

ating systemo 

(3) Spark Gaps - The pulse networks are discharged through an air core choke that 

slows, down the rate of rise of the voltage applied to the oscillators. The spark gaps 

are copper spheres with a jet of air blowing on them, mounted in a sound-proof box. 

As indicated in Fig. 34, the spark gap is triggered by a thyratron that discharges 

a condenser into an iron core pulse transformer; the secondary of the pulse transformer 

applies a high voltage to the gap. 

The pre-pulse system is similar. The electronic triggering circuit gives a flex-

ible system in that the time spacing between the main and pre-pulse pulses may be 

changed by merely turning a kllob. 

(4) Matching, Interlocks, Etc. -Both the main and pre-pulse channels have resistor 

banks composed of 500 watt 11 glow coils 11 1.ri th the oscillators. These are switched in or 

• out frOf!l the control desk and insure that the networks are always operating into a 

matched load. If amism.atch occurs, there will be reflections from the end of' the 

netvvork and a reverse current lNill pass through the g;round connection to the netvwrks. 

A small shunt is in sefies with this ground current and the reverse current causes an 

electronic device to open the trigger signal circuit before the next pulse. A good many 

possible faults on the load side of the spark gap will result in a mismatch and thus 
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The a.c. and d.c. parts of the power supply are interlocked and protected from 

overload in a standard fashion. Host of the fault prot~ction on the load side of the 

gap 9 such as the individual oscillator overload relays, (see Section V) prevents the 
., 

next pulse by opening the triggGr circuit. ... ~ 

The high voltage pulse out!:,.ut is run d:i,rectly to a distribution panel whore knife 

• 
sv:ri tches are provided that connect to the individual oscillators" At this point there 

is also attached a voltage divider that provides an oscillograph picture of the d"c. 

pulse on the control panel. The high voltage wiring is RG-9U and RG-17U concentric 

cable, with the shield used as the ground return. 
\ 

All high voltage equipment is interlocked for the protection of' personneL Inter-

locks and ?verload protective switches have indicatin.g lights on the main control panel 

to facilitate the location of trouble. 

VII. ELECTIWlJIC ACCESSORBS 

(1) Time base for linear accelerator - rrhe re'quirements for the time base are that 

it generate 4 pulses, to be used for turning on the sweep in an oscilloscope, for start-

ing the pre~exoiters, for starting the main oscillators, and for pulsing tho Va.n de 

Graaff. It was considered desirable that there be considerable latitude in the adjust-

ment of these, and that there be a trigger which is adjustable over about 600 microsec-

onds for examining in detail any events taking place after the linear accelerator has 

been pulsed. It is also desirable to be able to obtain additional triggers from the 

same time base. The requirement on stability of the triggers is that they be sta.ble: 

with respect to each other within about 10 microseconds. 

Since the desired repetition rate is approximately 15 cycles, it nss decided to 

rnake it exactly one quarter oi' the 60 cycle line freq·uency. This eauses the pov:er for 

the oscillator pulses to be taken from the line at the same point in each cycle. It has 

the minor advantages that it produces freedom from hu.'Tl troubles in associated equipment, 

and that it makes it possible to synchronize easily other equipment opera tine_: near the 

accelerator, in 0uch a way that the linear accelerator pulses do not interfere. 
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A 15 cycle master timing pulse is obtained by squaring the 60 cycle input and 

frequency dividing with two scaling pairs. The 15 cy6le trigger is used to generate a 

linear sweep using a circuit much as described in Puckles.l8) See Fig. 39. Actually, 

for the purposes used, the linearity is merely a convenience. This linear sweep is 

intercepted by a series of clipper circuits at various biases, and the discontinuities 

thus obtained are used to generate the triggers. (Fig. 40 and wave form A and B). 1'he 

time of occurrence of trigger C can thus be varied by adjusting the bias at P. (Fig. 40). 

Several channels can be taken from the same linear sweep if suitable means are tJ'"ed. 

to keep the various channels decoupled. This decoupling problem is particularly accen-

tuated by those channels which drive the thyratron trig~ers for the spark gap. Current 

fed back through these lines is sufficient to make it necessary to place the output 

circuits for these triggers in a separate chassis. 

Although the general operation of the accelerator is at 15 cyiHes, some experiments 

have required a lower or higher repetition frequency. The only change required to 

operate at any desired frequency below 15 cycles is to replace the 60 cycle signal inp~t 

by the output of an audio-oscillator. 

(2) Vacuum tube voltmeter - If a loop of accurately known area is introduced into the 

linear accelerator cavity from the side wall, the voltage generated on this loop can be 

used to determine the voltage down the axis of the cavity, if the field distribution in 

the cavity is accurately known. 

The shapeoaftthe r.f. envelope is as shown in Pis. 33. To measure the average 

voltage and extrapolate to the peak voltage is difficult, since the shape of the r.f. 

envelope is then important. As a result, a peak volimeter is used. In the discussion 

• of this, the fact that the top of the r.f. envelope is not perfectly flat will be 

neglected. 

If the r.f. voltage is taken from the tank and measured at some distance from the 

loop, there are problems associated with matching the loop,to the line, matching imped-

ances in the line, and terminating the line properly. These difficulties are such that 

it appears easier to convert the a.c. to d.c. at the loop itself. To do this, a diode 
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is placed at the loop itself, inside of the vacuum system, but outside of the r.f. 

cavity. (Fig. 41) 

To operate this as a peak voltmeter, the d.c. voltage at the diode plate must be 

just a small amount less negative than the height of the peak of the r.f. envelope. If 

the loop and the diode impedance are knovm, the peak voltage can be calculated. The 

duty cycle and the shape of the r.f. envelope must be taken into account. To avoid tak-

ing all of these factors into consideration, except as second order effects, the d.c. 

must be as close to the r.f. peak as the maximum allowable error. In this way, the 

actual d.c. voltage at the diode is treated as the r.f. peak voltage. 

A design of approximately 1 percent accuracy is considered here, with one hundred 
. 

volts the size of the r.f. voltage to be measured. At lenst -99 volts d.c. must then be 

at the dinde. This gives one volt across the diode at the r.f. peak. The angle of 

conduction is approximately 16° out of 360°. 

The average voltage across the diode is .58 volts during conduction. Over an r.f. 

cycle, the-average voltage is .58 x 16/360 = 2.6 x 10-2 volts. If the duty cycle is 

l/200$ the voltage averaged over the entire -1/15 s~cond cycle is 1.3 x lo-4 volts. The 

average current throught the 10 K resistance of the diode is 1.3 x lo-8 amps. 

If we obtain the -99 volts at the diode by placing; a high resistance to ground and 

then measuring )irith some type of electrometer circuit or galvanometer, an R of approxi-

mately lo3 x 1ol0 ohms is required. This is the maximum leakae;e allovvable. This can be 

obtained under ordinary circumstances quite easily, but making connections through the 

wall of a vacuum system would be quite difficult. 

If a slide-back voltmeter of the ordinary type is used, the -99 volts is obtained 

from some outside source. All connections can be guard-ringed. (Fi~:;. 42) 

If the negative voltage at B exceeds tho r. fo peak, no current flows through the 

diode and the null reading galvanometer. Therefore this null reading must be approached 

from one side. For one percent accuracy, the negative voltage at A can be at most 99 

v-olts. This,means that it must be possible to read the 1.3 x lo-8 amps previously 

calculated on the null reading galvanometer. Leakage resistances from B to A can be 
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very small (they must be large compared to resistance of the galvanometer). However, 

leakage resistances from B direct to ground must be the same as previously calculated, 

over lo3 x 1010 ohms.' The chief disadvantages of such a system are the difficulties in 

finding a suitable guard ring, and the difficulty of obtaining a null reading from one 

side only. 

To oversome these disadvantages, an automatic slide-back peak voltmeter was designed. 

This is similar in most respects to one described by Creveling and 1'fa.utner. 19 ) The 

operation of this voltmeter is automatic, but its operation can be best understood from 

a description of a ma.nually-9perated voltmeter of the same type. (Fie;. 43) If there is 

100 V peak r.fo and -99 V bias is applied at B, there is one volt of r.f. across the 

diode. 

The current waveform through the diode will be integrated by the r.f. bypass 

condenser ;to give a square video vre.veform. This video pulse will have ·a peak 200 times 
•'' 

as large as the corresponding d.c. voltage, when the duty cycle is 200. In the case 

considered, 

R = 50 K 

i = 1.3 x lo-8 x 200 = 2.6 x lo-6 amps 

V = 2.6 x lo-6 x 5 x 104 = 13.0 x lo-2 = .13 volts 

This voltage can be amplified by an amplifier of reasonable gain and applied to a 

cathode ray oscillograph. In operation potentiometer P can be adjusted until the 

waveform is just visible on the oscillograph. The voltage at A is the same as the peak 

voltage. 

The actual circuit used differs from this only in that the voltage at A is obtained 

by using the detected amplified waveform. (Fig. 44) As a specific example, consider 

that with 100 volts r.f., if -99 volts is somehow placed at 1~, -.13 volts of video will 

be applied to the amplifier. With a gain of +762, this will give a rectified output of 

-99 volts, which can be applied to A. If less than -99 volts were applied to A, i.e., 

-98 volts, the output of the detector would be -198. If this were applied to A, it 

would cut the diode off. As this voltage decreased, at 100 volts the diode would start 
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conducting. the voltage feed back would continue to be less than -99 volts until the 

voltage at B dropped to -99 volts. The schematic diagram of the instrument is shovm in 

Fig. 45 • 

Since there is a feedback loop, the circuit must be such that the loop gain is less 

than unity for all frequency components for which the phase shift is zero. The feedback 

is effectively positive for the loop itself and negative for the sie;nal. This consider-

ation requires that a fairly long time constant be introduced in the attenuation circuit. 

It is not claimed that optimum conditions. have been obtaj_ned in the des ie;n of the pres-

ent circuit. It may be possible to achieve stabj_lity with a smaller time constant than 

that used if a different type of attenuation circuit is used. For an accuracy of one 

percent, it can be seen that a gain of approximately ROO is required. If an accuracy qf 

.1 percent were required, a gain of 8000 would be necessary. The actual gain is unim-

portant as long as it is greater than the required value. If the voltmeter is placed at 

B, any leakage causes only a change in the gain. It will have three effects. One vri.ll 

be to reduce the size of the video pulse by reducing the load resistance across which it 

is formed. If R were infinite, a leakage resistance of 10,000 ohms would reduce the 

gain by a factor of 2 at this point. There will·be an additional effect due to the 

attenuation of the d.c .. signal fed~.:bae.k:. If Rt = R this will reduce the gain by a factor 

of 2. It can be seen that there will be no large loss of gain as long as H1 > R. The 

third effect is that leakage may cause saturation of the amplifier. The peak voltage 

that the detector can put out in the circuit used is -200 volts. If operated at -100 

volts, a leakage resistance of R1 .c. R would caw:;e the amr>lifier to saturate. In the 

circuit used a practical limit to leakage resistance would be RL > 100,000. 

Any capacity across the input will also cause a loss of gain if its size is such as 

to cause an input time constant long compared vrith the width of the pulse being measured. 

In our case, the input pulse vvas approximately 300 microseconds' and the inp1-1t resistance 

50,000 ohms. Hence: 

300 X 10-6 
c<---

so X 103 
6 x lo-9 farad = .006 microfarad 
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Additional capacitance causes a corresponding loss in c;ain. If the gain obtained is 

high enough, then the only critical components in the circuit are the amraeter and t~w 

resistance in series with it. The total gain of the circuit can change without causing 

any effect. There is no provision for setting the zero of the instrument. 

It i-s not possible to obtain arbitrarily high accuracy with this instrument under 

the conditions in which it is used here. Any increase in gain requJ.ros a corresponding-

ly longer time constant. As the gain is increased, the r.f. must be filtered more 

effectively. The chief trouble obtained in operation was pick-up of the current pulse 

of the oscillators. The main frequency component of this pulse was approx:i_mately 3 kv. 

The skin depth of this is such that ordinary coaxial cables will not shield the center 

l!lire from it. The pick-up val tage on the cable [round and the center 'wire of the cable 

vwas of different amplitude, causing a signal to appear at the input. If the chassis 
t . 

containing the amplifier equipment was grounded, this sic;nal could be large enough to 

throw the meter up to 200 volts. By isolating the chassis and cabline from the ground, 

this can be reduced to a volt or so on the output. It can be seen that any appreciable 

increase in gain would cause additional trouble from this source 9 possibly requiring 

the chassis to be mounted at the tank rather than at the end of a 30-foot cable. 

The diode used is a 2-0lC Eimac diode. Since this is located in the vacuurn, it is 

necessary to operate this at half of its rated filament voltage because of insufficient 

cooling. The cut-off of this tube is effectively at -1/2 volt, the current being down 

·co approximately 2 [J-A at this point. The gain of the amplifier is e;reater than 1,000, 

making the error of the instrument of the order of one percent at the 100 V level. This 

has not taken into account the fact that the slope of the r.f. envelope beinr~ measured 

is about 5 percent. Taking this into account, and considerin~~ changes which might occur 

in the diode and meter circuits, the voltmeter is probably stable to about 5 percent in 

operation over a period of several months. 

(3) Q. measurements on the accelerator cavity - Q. measurements were made on the 

linear accelerator cavity in order to determine its shunt impedance. At each step in 

the development of the copper liner, its Q was measured, and vrhen Q was lower than 
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anticipated; a search was :rr:.ade until tho lossy element of thfl cavity vvas located and 

fixed, as indicated by a satisfactory Q reading. l;i.'ost of thAsr; loss.es vmre foum; 

actually to lie in the joints of the dri:C't tubes, ancl in tho drift tube sterns • 

Several methods of Q measnrement were tried, but the most satis:flactory vve..s the 

standard method of measuring the width of the r.f. rAsonance curve of the cavity, using 

a tunable CW oscillator. il diat;ram of the. apparatus is shov-rn in l1'ig. 1:!:6. H.f. energy 

from the oscillator is brought into the cavity bJ a small adjustable loop which couples 

into the w:q~notic field, and a sh1ilar loop takes enerz;y oqt to the detector. 

Oscillator - The oscillator for makine; a Q. measqrmnent must be sufficiently stable 

in f:reqw:mcy thc,t j_t co.n be reproducibly tunE;d -bbrouch frcque:ctcy intervals equal to the 

resonance vJidth of the cavity between half-power pojnts, which. is of the order of .::lf == 

2 o 9 kiloc;rclos. 

The oscills.tor is follo·wed by two amplifier stages, and consists of a 6C1 triode 

self-excited oscillator', an 832 triplo1·, and an 8~52 power amplifier su~l!)lying about 20 

watts of r. fo Lctl.l.al'ly, for reasons to bG mentioned later, only a sn~all fraction of the 

power is coupled into the cav·i ty. It is never neeessa:ry to retune the tripler or 

amplifier star'es 
'-' 

during a measurement, since the Q. of the tank circuits is small com-

pared with tho accelerator cavity. ThG plate povrer supply is electronically recule.t;ed, 

and in addH.ion, the a. co. is supplied throue;h a Sola line voltue;e rP.gulator. The latter 

was added to sto.hilizc fj.lo.mrmt tempcratun1s. 

Detector - A crystal rectifier and galvanometer rneasurc the r. f. power which 

cou1)lcs thrOU[jh the cavity; we used both ll~-21 and lH-34 type crystals, the le,tter 

ooing preferable because of their hiGh burn-out cho.rsoteristic. L galvanometer of 

sensitivit;'/ of' 0"3 microamperes full scale was found to be convenient and sufficiently 

sensitive. It is necessary to be sure that the crystal j_s being operated e.t a levc;l 

sufficiently lovJ the.t its chnn:;cteristic ·is e.ccu.rntcly a sqt-wre law. This is easily 

verified by rotating the plano of the detector loop -'15° from maximum in the cavity; 

.. .,r, ...-"] ~ ·1...-:. r·. ("'I 

..._ ................ --- t';"-("\ 'J "Trrl ;-, ("\1"f\t:'}-+·~'1.'l"" 
~--

.,....,.., n , .. ::j -~ ,......, "" 
.. - -· ... ~ .......... ~ . 
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The detector must be well shielded so that r.f. reaches the crystal only from its 

pick-up loop; we used an LC filter of several stages in the crystal output, so that 

r.f. picked up by the galvanometer would not get back to the crystal and be rectified. 

No precautions were taken to shield the oscillator from radiating r.f. into the 

laboratory. 

Procedure - It was necessary to isolate the desir~d mode of the cavity from several 
I 

others which are close to it in frequency. The accurate frequency of this mode is read 

on a heterodyne frequency meter (Signal Corps No. TS-175/1J). 

When the oscillator has been aligned for the correct frequency, the input and 

output loops coupling the oscillator and detector to the cavity are adjusted to give a 

convenient reading on the galvanometer ~men the micrometer frequency vernier is 

adjusted for maximum energy transfer through the cavity. Noting the galvanometer 

deflection for the peak of resonance, the micrometer is turned quickly to find the 

two positions on either side of resonance' where the galvanometer reads exactly 1/2 of 

maximum; these two micrometer readings then reprec·ent the half-width of the resonance 

curve. 

It now remains to determine accurately the frequency interval, 6. f, which these 

two micrometer re&lings subtend. The No. TS-1 75/U frequency meter is used as a hetero-

dyne oscillator and detector to produce an audio beat note against the frequency of the 

oscillator 9 and the resulting audio frequency is measured b? comparison with a conven-

tional audio oscillator. Q is then obtained from Q = f/Af, where 6.f is the full 

width of the resonance curve, to the half-power points. As an over-all check, we found 

it convenient to construct a standard cylin-drical cavity of sheet copper, vrhose Q, we 

measured once very carefully; thereafter it was our practice to measure the Q of this 

cavity after measuring an 1.mknovvn Q, as a comparison on the calibration. 

To insure that the act of measuring the Q of a cavity does not introduce extra 

losses and hence lower the measured Q, it is necessary t9 have both oscillator and 

detector so loosely coupled that: (1) Reducing either couplin~ does not change the 

measured Q" (2) The loading on the final stage· of tl1e oscillator is not appreciably 
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changed as the oscillator tunes through resonance. These conditions are realized, for 

our case, by using the loops in a position where their effective area is about 1/2 cm2. 

If galvanometer readings are too small at the desired coupling conditions, either the 

oscillator power may be increased, or a more sensitive e;alvanometer can be used. 

To test whether the coupling is sufficiently loose when a Q measurement has been 

made 9 one increases or decreases the coupling and re-measures Q; if Q is independent 

of coupling, the coupling is loose enough. 

The final result for the linear accelera.tor cavity was a Q of 72,000. This was 

for the copper liner with drift tubes and 27 transmitter coupling loops, but with the 

loops disconnected from the transmission lines and oscillators. Yie estimate the 

probable error of the measurements to be about 5 percent, due mainly to frequency drifts 

in the oscillator. 

(4) Bolometer system for linear accelerator field distribution measurements - The 

bolometer system was developed in order to give a quick and accurate comparison of the 

r.f. magnetic field at a number of points alone; the copper liner. This function would 

ordinar~ly be accomplished by means of a single travelling probe moving the length of 

the cavity; however, because of the mechanical difficulty of controlling the motion of 

such a probe inside the linear accelerator vacuum tank, it was thought simpler to use 

a system of many fixed probes. 

The most difficult requirement of the fixed-probe system is to produce a large 

number of r~f. detectors (this system uses twenty) all having the same sensitivity, and 

capable of holding their calibration over long periods of time. Bolometers were :chosen 

as the detector element because they are very durable, and have an accurate square-law 

characteristic, even at high r.f. input levels. ~ne actual elements used were taken 

from Buss fuse cartridges, type SAG, rated at 10 milliamperes; and these follov.r a 

square law to within 5 percent, up to power levels 1/4 of the burnout level. It vvas 

found that bolometers deteriorated and changed their calibration ~n a few weeks of 

operation, if they were operated higher than about 5 percent of the burnout level. 

The ou:t;put und.er this condition is about 25 millivolts, vd th 5 milliamperes d. c. flow-
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Fig. 47 shows the basic circuit to operate a sinr;le bolometer. The bolometer 

element is a fine platinum fuse wire carrying a direct current, which gets heated by 

,. r.f. current pulses from the pick-up loop. The resistance of the platinum chances 

with the temperature, so the temperature chan§::e is reflected in a different TB. drop in 

voltage at the point P. These voltage pulses• aro then amplified and measured on a 

peak voltmeter, the latter ree.ding being proportional to the total r.f. energy per 

pulse; this is true because the thermal time constant of the bolometer is long compared 

to the pulse duration. Since the various bolometers which are to be used with the 

I 

system have resistances varying a.s much as 30 percent, the load res is tor R is lJlade 100 

times larger than the bolometer resistance (100 ohms) so that the current vnll alv~ys 

be the same, regardless of which bolometer is switched in. 

Tvro kinds of pick-up were troublesome, namely 60 cycle a.c. and the 300 l-J.sec long 

video pulses fed to the transmitters. Both these arise from ground currents flowing 

from the· oscillators to tho steel tank; the video currents particularly cause magnetic 

fields which induce voltages of the order of tenths of a volt in any closed loop in the 

areae The solution was to install a p1~eamplifier in a thick-walled steel box welded to 

the under side of the linear accelerator tank (see Fig. 48) in such a way that all leads 

from the bolometers to the preamplifier are shielded from the induction field by e,t 

least l/4n of steel. The preamplifier chassis is heavily grounded to the inside of the 

box, so that currents flowing in the cable from the control rack to the preamplifier 

will not be carried to the bolometer cables. It was also necessary to thoroughly bond 

the copper liner to the steel tank by means of co~1pcr straps at both ends and in the 

" • middle of the cavity. 

1\. block diagram of the entire system is shown in Fig;. 49. The bolometer svvitching 

is done remotely by means of twenty individual relays, so thtit all low-level video 

lines stay within the sh:i.elding of the preamplifier. The preamplified pulse is put 

through a high-pass R-C filter at the control unit to get rid of 60-cycle pick-up, then 

it is amplified to about 100 volts and fed to the peak voltmeter. The pulses, shovvn on 
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Fig. 33, have Fourier components only in the region fron 3, 000 t:.l e..bollt 10, OOU cycles 

~ so a great discrimiJ1ation against 60 cycles is possible in tb_o filter. I\ l"1C011 tube, 

shown at A in the premnplif'io:r, is necessary to prevent capaci tivc sur~}:s from blowing 

out bolometer wires, during switching from one bolomcter to the next. 
I 

Fig. 50 is a drawing of the bolometer probe assembly, shovnng it in relation to 

the cavity. The outer bushing is permanently screwed to tho wall of the cavity, its 

function being to orient each probe correctly to the field inside the cavity. The 

bushing has a lock ring and c..n aligning pin to hold the probe in position. The probe 

consists of an attenuator tube with a lJOlometer tube ·which slides inside it, providing 

a waveguide beyond cutoff of adjustable length. The attenuation sottine; is locl:ed by 
·~ 

means of a screvv and clamp, built into the right-hand end of the attenuator tube. The 

bolometer tube contains an r.f. pick-up loop, the bolometer element, and a tapered plug 

type of bypass condenser. The insulation around the plug is one mil thick polystyrene, 

vrhich gives a capacity of 1,000 tJ.IJ.fd. 

The bolometer element is in a hole drilled in the end of the taper plug, and is 

hermetically sealed to contain one atmosphere of air. This prevents the element from 

having to operate surrounded by vacuum, which vmuld give the bolometer wire a lon[~-

thermal time constant. The time constant under l atmosphere pressure is about .05 

seconds. The connection from the bolometer element to the pick-up loop is made throv.sl1 

a small commercial Kovar-to-glass seal. 

The calibration of the probes is done in such a way that any of the probes may be 

plugged into any one of the lru.shings on the linear accelerator liner, and c;ivo identical 

readings to vvi thin 5 percent in power. Fortunately, it turns out thnt we c~o'n cxci te ft 

short copper cavity without drift tubes in air at the same hir;h r.f. m.<:q:;netic field as 

exists in the linear accelerator cavity during ordinary oper&tion. T~is provides 

identically the same excitation for the bolometers as they would get in the liu&·:J.r 

accolerator tank:, and so provides an ideal calibration. The test cavity is provided 

with two bushings and two bolometer amplifiers, one to monitor the power lovol and tlw 

other to calibr:.:1.te an 11 unknovm11 boloneter probe. The regular bolometer arnplifier system 
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for the linear accelerator is used for the latter. The calibration procedure is as 

follows: 
\ 

l. The test cavity is excited to give approximately the same reading on a given 

bolometer as the same bolometer gives when installed in the linear accelerator. This 

level is then maintained by watching the monitor, while calibrating a whole set of 

probes. 

2. An unknown bolometer is installed in the second bushing, and connected to the 

amplifier. We now wish to determine roughly the power level at which the bolometer will 

operate. The criterion has been to operate at 5 percent of burn-out level, or at 20 

percent of the level at which the probe characteristic deviates from square law. The 

latter point may be determined without destroying the' bolometer, and hence was used as 

the reference poin~. To determine the characteristic, a bolometer probe is arranged 

so that it may be rotated relative to the r.f •. magnetic field; in the square-law· region, 

rotating the loop 45° from maximum gives exactly 1/2 maximum reGding on the meter. 

Having established the attenuator setting for the first bolometer, the gain control is 

now set to give a convenient reading (say 80 percent of full scale~ and the other 

bolometers will be set for exactly this same sensitivity., 

3. To calibrate the other bolometers, the gain ~etting is left at the value 

determined in (2) and each attenuator is set to give the same meter reading. 

VIII. ACCESSORY EQ.UIPJvD1NT 

(1) Electron Catcher Magnet and Monochromatiz:ing Iviagnet - The high axial r.fo 

electric fields existing in the resonant cavity can accelerate any free electrons, 

formed between drift tubes$} to considerable energies, approximately 60 percent of the 

voltage across the gap. Electrons formed near the exit end of the No. 46 drift tube 

by secondary electron multiplication or gas ionization can be accelerated to an energy 

of 1.1 Mev. These electrons constitute an appreciable personnel hazard and also 

interfere with certain experimental equipmGnt. 

A small electromagnet, producing approximately 3,000 gauss between pole pieces 

2-l/2 11 in diameter and 2 11 apart, is provided to deflect these electrons vertically, so 
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that they strike a carbon cylinder, thus producing only soft x-rays which are absorbed 

in a three-inch-thick lead shield around the cylinder. This mar;net can also be used 

for small-angle vertical steerinG of the proton bea..'11. 

'\ (2) Monochromatizing magnet -An 8,000 gauss deflecting magnet is used to deflect 
f 

the 32 IVIev proton beam horizontally throu:;h an angle !of 30° and thus separ[~te it f'ro:r.1 

the lower components of 4 and 8 IJev. The latter are p:c·oduced ·by protons spending 2 r.f. 

cycles in each drift tube space. The mag:net .also removes the 16 Mev H2 component if a 

l/4 mil aluminum stripping fqil is inserted ahead of' the field. This magnet has a 

plan view and cross section as shovm in Fig. 38. Output'ports are provided at the 0°, 

15°, and 30° positions. 

(3) Bombardment facilities - The facilities available at this time are the 

following: 

4 Mev Beam - A 90° horizontal deflecting magnet inserted between the Van de Graaff 

i;enerator and the linear accelerator pe1·mits use of either pulsed or d. c. proton beams 

up to approximately 4. 5 Mev. Enerr:;y stabilization circuits for the Van de Graaff . 

generator are not yet completed. 

32 I.1ev- Beam - Proton bean current monitors, cons'isting of r. f. shielded parallel 

plate ion chambers feeding into conventional d..c. amplifier circuits, are wired to 

indicate both at the bombardment area and the control board. Chambers with 1/" mil 

aluminum plates are used when it is desired to monitor ahead of the target. Solid 

backed ones are available for use vvhen it is possible to monitor the beam after it has 

passed through the targ:et. There are two amplifiers, each with range variable from 

5 x 10-8 to lo-13 amps of protons with the ionizat iOl'. chamber-• 

.A current integrating.chamber has been specially constructed for absolute cross 

section experiment~>. Proton current is measurecl in a Faraday cup, and intep·ated 

either by a condenser or by an adjustable RC circuit which can be set to the same tim0 

constant as the half-life being investigated, and hence eliminates any error due to 

fluctuations in beam current. 

Other Enerries - Aluminum absorbers can be put ahead of the 30° horizontal de.flect-
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ing magnet, so that beams of energy less than 32 1~v can be obtained. The 30° 

deflecting magnet chambers can be removed, leaving a pole gap of 211
, with pole faces 

611 x 2011 in which fields up to 9 kilogauss can be obtained. A 30-foot-long evacuated 

'\ tube can be attached to the exit end of the machine to brine; the beam out through a 
; 

concrete vrall in a region of reduced background. The beam there has increased in 

diameter to approximately 1/2 inch compared) to 1/4 inch at the exit of the linear 

accelerator. Cloud chambers can be used at the end of the 30-foot pipe. 

A special bombardment chamber has been constructed for the investigation of half-

lives of a few seconds to a few minutes. The chamber which is a 2-inches thick lead 

house$ contains the tar~et holder, a thin-walled Eck and Krebs Geiger counter, and a 
; 

parallel plate ion chamber to monitor the beam. Provis,ion is made for flowing helium 

·through. the chamber. Provision is also made for placing absorbers in the beam, to 

vary the incident proton energy. 

There is a special bombardment chamber for investigating absorption of ~'s from 

short-lived emitters. It consists of a tare;et holder and parallel plate beam monitor 

functioninp; lH:e the laad house mentioned above, but having two thin ·walled Geiger 

tubes ap~lroximately equally spaced 1 inch from the ucount 11 position of the target. 

Abs.Jrbers can he placed in front of one Geiger tube, while the other serves as monitor 

of the target activity. 

An automatic sequence circuit*which controls t~e operation of the two chambers 

mentioned above has been consttucted. It activates a solenoid to place the target in 

the biJ&l.in. for a predetermined time, then svcd.ngs it over' adjacent to the counter, and 

:cecords the counts on one pen of a Brush recorder for a predetermined lenr,th of tum). 

The othrar pen of the recorder gives 1/Hi second and 10 second time marks or records a 

second Gei:~er counter, The automatic circuit can be sw~ tched to turn off the linear 

accelerator at the beginn;ing of the counting periocl., in order to rednoe the counter 

backgroundo 

-· * Constructed by Hr. Donald R. Cone. 
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Delayed gate circuits, giving an 11 on11 time adjustable in width from 0 to 1,000 

microseconds and delayed from 0 to 1/15 seconds after the r.f. pulse are available for 

study of very short half-lives. 

IX. PERFORMA.NCE 

' ' ·' 
(1) Voltage - The output voltage of the linear accelerator has been measured by: 

(a) Total range measurement in aluminum, using the range energy relation as computed by 

Smith20); (b) Absorbing the bea.m21 ) from the output of the accelerator to the threshold 

of the reaction B11 (p,n)cll which is ac~urately knovm22 ); and (c) By measuring the 

threshold21 ) of the reaction cl2(p,d)cll and correcting for barrier effect. All these 

measurements are in excellent agreement and give 

32.0 .., .1 Mev 

as, the central energy of the beam when the machine is operated in the normal manner. 

It was shmqn that shifts up to 150 Kev could be produced by operating the oscillators 

at an abnormally high value. 

The energy spr~ad of the beam can only be inferred at present from the sharpness 

of the threshold of the reaction21 ) c12 (p,d)C11 . Ymen the resultinr; excitation curve 

is corrected for barrier and absorber straggling, i:he R.M.S. energy width of the beam 

can be shown to be 

6. E < 100 Kev 

In addition to the principal 32 Mev beam, there are two other beam components 

(usually removed by the analy~ing magnet, Section VIII). 

a)l6MevH2+ 

b) 8 Mev H+ 

._ • · caused by particles spending U'ITO r.fo cycles in each drift tube space. 

(2) Current - Present output current of the machine as observed by the current 

~ntegrals (Section VIII) and check of the absolnte oross snct5on23 ) of cl2(p,pn)c11 

. . 4 . .-i.l -9 Th 
~s approximately ,,:JC .Jl(),c;':;a.mps. ~ ;, is is -accounted f.o.r as follows: 

a) Injectj_on current: 50 ~ 

b) Phase angle loss: 15 
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Improvement in this figure is anticipated~ due to: a) Ion source improvements; 

b) Grid redesign; c) Bunching of ion beam pd.0r to entering the linear accelerator; 

d) Improved duty cycleo 

(3) Beam geometry = About 85 percent of the beam will pass through a circular 

hole 1/8 inch in diameter. The beam divergence is 10~3 radians. 

(4) Reliabilitv = The mean tube life of the 434-A tubes when used in the accelera= 

·tor has been 300 hours~ corresponding to one tube change per three hours of bombardment 

timeo SinGe the time loss for the exchange of an oscillator for tube repair is less 

than 2 minutes 9 this has not resulted in appreciable time loss. There have only been 

three openings of the tank for repairs involving leaks, etco~ during the first year 

of operation. 
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were made by the electrical and mechanical design eroups of this laboratoryo 

We are indebted to l~ofessor Eo Oo Lawrence for encouraging us to embark on the 

projecto The I~nhattan District of the UoSo Army Engineers gave us strong b~cking 

in the early days, and the Atomic Energy Commission continued this supporto The 

Signal Corps generously donated large quantities of radar equipment, without which 

• 
we probably would not have been able to bnild the acceleratoro 
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Dr. Lauriston C. IvJarshall and Dr. Frank Oppenheimer contributed greatly to the 

success of the project, but had to leave the work before the machine was in operation. 

Wtr. William bEaker is responsible for the redesign of the radar oscillators, without 
•.. 

which there is a good possibility that the accelerator vrould never have produced a 

beam. In this work, he was ably assisted by Jack Frank and Donald Gow,. Among the 

graduate students, special acknowledgments must be made of the valU!tble electronic 

contributions of Lawrence H. Johnston, Robert Mozley, Bruce Cork, Ernest Martinelli, 
I 

Robert Phillips, Lee Aamodt, Thomas Parkin, Richard Shuey, William Toulis, Val J. 

Ashby, and Donald R. Cone. In the field of mechanical design, the following made 

important contributions: A. W. Chesterman, A. E. Kaehler, E. A. Day, R. L. Olson, 

D. A. Vance, Virginia McClain, Florence W~sher. The laboratory Electrical Design 

Group was of the greatest assistance, and we would like to acknowledge the work of 

Saul Lissauer, J. C. Kilpatrick, Walter Sessions, Porter Evans, and C. A. Harris. 
I 

A group of former radar technicians played an important role in the building of 

the machine, and some of these men are operating and servicing it at the present time. 

·we wish to thank especially Phillip Carnahan, Albert J. Bartlett, Alva Ray Davis, Jr., 

V'filfred P. Kimlinr;er, James A. McFaden, V'{endell W. Olson, and Frank Grobelch. Finally, 
/ 

we wish to acknowledge the important contributions in various fields, of Dr. Robert 

Serber, who de~eloped the mathematical theory of beam stability, Richard Crawford, 

David Garbellano, Velma Turner, Leonard Deckard, and Craig Nunan. 

Information Division 
1/13/49 md 
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